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All Time High Average Reported
On First Day of Dark-Fired Sales

By Robert P. Dalton

representation for one more
session of the lawmakers.
FRANKFORT,
(UPI)- When the subcommitteeThe Reapportionment Interim finishes its work today, a
Subcommittee was scheduled to will go to the Legislative
meet here today to get its first Research Commission for its
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Duncan of
look at the location of Kentucky's Thursday ,session.
Anne Street, Allen Park
17405
population in relation to the A big item on that meeting
An all tune high average of on hand and none of the tobacco
Mich., will celebrate their golden
agenda will also be the reap
current legislative districts.
$52.40 per hundred weight was was sent to the pool, officials
wedding anniversary on Januar
The reapportionment sub- portioning of senate and
recorded for the 1971 opening day said. With the damp weather on
20.
William E Moffett
committee was appointed by the representative districts.
of dark fired tobacco sales on the Monday,the tobacco was in good
A reception will be held at the
Shrine Oriental Guide
Legislative Research ComMurray Market on Monday, order for handling by the buyers
Murray Woman's dab in
mission to work out possible
to 011ie Barnett, and sellers.
according
Murray,Ky.,on Sunday, Januar)
plans of reapportioning before
A total of 335,158 pounds were
reporter for the local market, and
17, from two to four p:m. AU
the legislators are called into
officials of the Western Dark sold on Monday for a total volume
relatives and friends are invited
Growers of $175,636.83, according to
special session.
Tobacco
Fired
to attend the celebration.
The way was cleared for the
Association.
figures from the four floors,
The couple was married in
Tobacco officials said a few Doran's, Farris, Growers, and
subcommittee to begin its work in
Calloway County on January,30,
piles of the type 23 leaf sold for Planters.
earnest last week when a U. S.
1921, by Magistrate A. J. (Stine
$60.00 per hundred weight and The average of $52.40 was $3.37
District Judge at Lexington
Burkeen. Their attendants were
that several baskets went for higher than the 1970 average of
declared two sections of the state
Herbert Miller and Gertie
$8.00 per hundred weight.
constitution to be invalid-.
$49.03 on the opening day of sales
of
sister
Parrish,
Mr
Duncan
Mr,--and-Mr,s-.---Steve-Ottneen
E. Moffett of election as Oriental Guide can
A large number,of buyers Were when 290,696 pounds were sold for
The sections were the boirrort William
Potentate in Duncan.
splitting counties into more than Panorama Shores was elected as lead to the office of
$142,532.06. The second day of
Mr. Duncan IS the son Of the
one district and combining Oriental Guide of Rizpah Temple five years.
• sales in 1970 averaged $47.53.
•
•
.
;
7
Bud
Maggie
late
and
Duncan
sections of a county with another last Thursday in Madisonville Mr. Moffett and his lovely wife Whales Duncan, Mrs. Duncan.
Some baskets on opening day in
during the annual election of Ruth live on Kentucky Lake on
county.
1970 sold for as high as $56.00.
former
the
Rgie
the
is
Jones,
Shores.
Panorama
Judge Bernard T. Moynahan officers. Moffett's election to the
In 1969 the opening day average
---6f
Monpoe
daughter.
late
the
ruled that the U. S. Constitution's office marks the first time that a
$49.06 with 374,138 pounds
was
Jones arai Theora Gantt Jags.
one-man, one-vote mandate was local Shriner has been named to a
sold for $183,658.10. Some baskets
Mrs
and
Mr.
Duncan
havetiro
superior to the Kentucky con- principal Temple office.
were reported sold for $57.00. In
Mrs,
Elmo
daughters,
Other officers named to the
stitution.
1968 tile opening day average
of
Boggess
Murray
(Kathleen)
: $44.19__per hundred
--Gov. Louie-EL Nunn hes said he ruling Divan weri_Thomas E. Word has been received of the and Mrs. Ray(Barbara )Silcox of
here was
ipecial session to Gardner, Potentate; William death.of WillianijVHargan, son Rockwood, Mich.
will
weight.
reapportion the legislature-but Toy, Chief Rebhan, Charles B.
Sales are continuing on the
• _
and Mjainoch Hargan of A foster daughter is Mrs Hazel
hasn't said when. Speculation in Ashby, .Assistant Rabban;
floors today.
Murray
telephone at that time magic box before astounde
By L. J. Hortin
lUrksey Wbo died of a heart (Parline) Nichols of Detroit,
the capitol is that it will be in late Thurman Harpe, High Priest and
statewide burley
Kentucky's
"radio"
Air
word
of
not
niece
had
Mich.,
Duncan.
Mr.
the
with
the
They
because
serving
while
atta
observers
reporters
and
at
Prophet; 0. T. Haggen, RecorFebruary or early March.
average slipped to $72.05 per 100
have five grandchildren, Mickey Sixty-nine years ago today-on been coined.
Fdree in Fairbanks, Alaska.
Philadelphia
in
Mansion
Belmont
I,ex
and
der,
Treasurer.
Bell,
Reportedly one of tha things
and Vicki Boggess of Murray, January 12, 1902-the St. Louis
What happened to Mr. Stub- and on the' Potomac River near pounds Monday, as sales headed
Moffett was raised to the
Nunn is waiting for is an
Hargan was 38 years of age. He Paul, Dana, and Lori Silcox of Post-Dispatch announced to the blefield after the big story was
for a fast, early end.
Washington, D. C. ,
Master
Mason Is survived by his wife and three
agreement among the legislators sublime degree of
The average was 38 cents lower
Rockwood, Mich. Their great world in a full-page story under published in 1902? Most of the
May
-has
on
a
1930
13,
been
patents
for
so the session will not be an exin grandchildren are Michael. an 8-column headline: "KEN- readers of the Ledger 81 Times His applications
sons who were with him
than the preceding hefling day on
in
active
for
tended one. Previous special
'Fairbanks, Alaska; his parents, Mark, and Mitzi Boggess of TUCKY FARMER INVENTS are familiar with the events that weren't immediately successful. state markets, and $7.02 million
the Pas
sessions have lasted about 30 forty years>„Since retiring and ;Mr and Mrs. Enoch Hargan of Murray.
Just what happened is not was paid for 9.74 million pounds
followed.
WIRELESS TELEPHONE "
•
moving te'Kentucky in 1960, he
days.
completely known. The Wireless of leaf.
Kirksey; and one sister, Mrs.
was
Stubblefield
Mr.
First,
being
is
which
story,
Thisof America Mt. Sterling had the day's high
The special session does have a has_laden the presiding officer in Eugene (Plinth) Manning of
reproduced today on page seven immediately sought by reporters, Telephone Company
•
following Masonic bodies: Benton Route _Three near
was formed that year with a of $73.37, while Shelbyville was
built-in deadline for completion.
the Ledger & Times, explains scientist*,.speculators, stuck
Master
,
Hazel
of
uperior
Ratingkr
Lodge
831
No.
though. Legislators from multi-capital of $5,000,000. It is believed runner-up at $73.35 and RichKIrksey.
that the inventor was Nathan B. promoters, and 'Eastern financounty districts must file by Free 8c Accepted Masons 1970;
.that Mr. Stubblefield accepted a mond was third highest at $72.111.
ciers.
St.
The
Murray.
of
Stubblefield
in Benton Corn- Funeral and burial services are
or
March 51 their candidacy Commander
He went to Washington, D. C., large amount of stock in this
The Federal-State Market
Louis writer reported that the
in
possibly
paper-which is in effect a rnandrv No 46 Knights Templar being held in Texas. Mr. and Mrs.
company,
another
to
Work
News Service said burley prices
Kentucky inventor'had broadcast Philadelphia, and New
1964-1965; Illustrious Master of
Hargan and Mr. and Mrs
payment for his invention and declined slightly across the eightmandatory deadline. Legislators
and received the human voice
from one-county districts have Benton Council No. 107 Royal and Manning left today for Texas to
discovery
alloway High
an
patented
device
the
get
to
try
a
over
of
distances
state burley belt as did the grade
for
music
and
Select Masters 1967-68; High attend the services.
until April 9.
But his dreams of fortune and quality of the leaves. They said.a
14-year-ol
his
and
He
marketed.
mile-without wires.
Benton
superior
Priest
for
Chapter
167
Certificates
No.
The built-in deadline also gives
Continued on Page Five)
larger percentage of lower
performances were presented to The instrument was called a son, Bertiard, demonstrated
Nunn more leverage .with the Royal Arch Masons 1964-65 He
grades were offered.
from
students
Calloway
four
also
was
first
the
of
president
the
lawmakers since he is the only
Volume was reported light on
County High School at the sixth
one that can call the special Murray Calloway County Shrine
some markets. Mayfield and
University
State
He
in
1968.
in
Club
annointed
was
Murray
'annual
session or list matters that may
Paducah closed for the season
oratory and interpretation
be considered. The longer the High Priesthood in 1965 and
Monday. In addition, Horse Cave,
January
Saturday
the
the
received
of
order
held
Silver
workshop
governor postpones the session,
Russellville and Somerset plan to
Trowel
1968.
in
9.
Ky.
ARDWELL,
(UP11-Sixthe more pressure will be exerted
Dr. Bernard Segal, associate close after sales today, and RichMrs. Glenith Wisehart, owner
Moffett has been Worthy year-old Thomas B. Elliot, son of Those students receiving
on the legislators to finish their
Pitifessor of psychology at mond plans to close after sales
of Patty-Ann's Salon of Hair
Barbara
of
Patron
Star
were
Murray
chapter
certificates
Mrs.
fell
and
Elliot,
Mr.
James
business quickly.
Murra)TState University, will be Thursday.
Styles, 500 Maple Street, Murray,
The census figures so far show No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star through the ice and drowned in a Brittain, Jan Brower, Katie
Hannon, Chief the speaker at the United
E.
Robert
Mts.
Wednesday,
on
stroke
a
suffered
Jan
Sills.
that Kentucky's population has and he is also a Kentucky farm pond near his Carlisle Kemp, and Laura
at the University Campus Ministry luncheon on
Brower was ranked first in both January 6, after returning from Pediatric Nurse
County hdme Monday night.
become more urban, reflecting Colonel.
of Louisville School of Medicine, Wednesday, January 13, at 12:30
an uncle's funeral.
Katie
He
"
competition,
was
Director
Clown
of
in
rounds
additional representation for
His body was recovered about 9 Kemp was ranked first in round The Murray business woman is will be in Murray on Thursday, p.m.
northern Kentucky, Lexington Rizpah Temple for five years and
Monday from the pond one and second in round two, now a patient at the Baptist January 14, to address the Dr. Segal will discuss
p.m.
was instrumental in organizaingand Louisville.
regular monthly meeting of the "Changes In The Field of Applied
seven miles east of here.
this
of
group
Funsters.
hkifett's
Barbara Brittain received first Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
The shift was reflected in an
Welcome Wagon Newcomers Psychology". He joined the
Tenn.
and
one,
round
in
ranking
place
attempted intervention in the U.
to be held in the basement of faculty of MSU in the summer of
Club
Laura Sills was ranked fourth in
S. District Court suit by the
the Murray Woman's Club house 1970 and is the director of the
two.
round
Kentucky Farm Bureau which
at 7:30 p.m.
University Psychology Center. The Muiray High NFL parOther students participating in
contended
reapportionment
The UCM luricheorr is open to ticipated in the annual Murray
the tournament were Warren
could wait until the next session.
The public is invited and urged the public. Reservations may be State University Workshop held
Hopkins, Joan Robinson, Phyllis
of the General Assembly-giving
State University's lath the Witch. Miss Humphrey is the Turner, Carla Watkins, and FULTON, Ky. I UPI -Two ski- to attend, according to a club made by calling 753-3531.
on January 9.
rural areas their additional Murray
theatre reigning Miss Murray State.- -- Randy Williams.
annual children's
Those people who were rated
masked gunmen robbed the spokesman.
AVDMONS
-production-this year a new Robert E. Johnson, chairman
superior and received a cerThere were seventeen schools Holiday Inn here of $250 from the Mrs. Hannon will be speaking
- •
version of "The Wizard of Oz" is of the drama department, said he from three states entered in the cash register and an uncate are as follows: Maggie
in
in conjunction with the anneal Young'musicians in
expected to attract about 2,000 hopes children and parents in the M.S.U. toufna Men t.
determined amount from the safe March of Dimes campaign. scholarships to the University of Battle, poetry; Nancy Ginn,
school children to the campus for area will take advantage of the
Speech and debate coach Larry early today and then fled after During her presentation, she will Tennessee at Martin this fall poetry; Bill Pinkston, radio
three performances Jan. 14-15-16. Saturday performance, Jan. 16. England Will be preparing the tieing up a policeman who walked explain the benefits of genetic have been invited to attend an broadcasting; Becky Sams,
Curtain time in the university "Unless children are in a class club for the upcoming tour- in during the robbery.
counseling which is one of the audition by Wm faculty humerous interpretation; Nancy
auditorium for each presentation that attends the show as a group nament of Hearts, held at Patrolman Alvie Campbell said important means of preventing members at 10:30 a.m. Thursday Mathis, prose; and Wanda Mcof L. Frank Baum's immortal on Thursday or Friday, they will Paducah Tilghman High School he was unaware a robbery was in
birth defects. Mrs Hannon has at the- Murray High School Nabb, dramatic interpretation.
be in school and will not have the
classic is 9:30 a.m. Students receiving an excellent
progress when he entered the an extensive background in the auditorium.
February 13.
opportunity to see the play except
motel. He said they disarmed care of physically and mentally Instrumentalists, vocalists aki were Sarah Sams, original
Directed by James I. Schempp, on Saturday," he noted.
him of his pistol, and bound him handicapped children
keyboard performers are invited. oratory; Valerie Spencer,
Well, what an experience Sunday assistant professor of drama, the
Admission is 50 cents plus tax
up. He worked his way ftee about
Even if not prepared to perform, poetry; Beth Wilson, poetry;.
afternoon at the International two-act show will include a group per per:;on with
tickets on sale at
Catherine they are invited to attend and Suzzane Jones, original oratory;
later.
of
graduate
minutes
A
30
Students dinner.
of original songs never before the door.
Fulton police said they didn't Spalding College in Louisville, discuss scholarship possibilities Becky Hogancamp, poetry; Jana
performed in Kentucky. Music
Jones, storytelling; Valerie
A workshop will be held at the know in which direction - the Mrs. Hannon received her M. S. with the UTM staff.
The dinner was served buffet was arranged by Marie Taylor,
in Nursing Education and AdHarrison, poetry; Jennifer
Murray Art Guild, East Main bandits.fled.
style and there was a dish from instructor of music at Murray
Boston
ministration from
Taylor, prose; and Don LamStreet, on Thursday, January 14,
each country represented in the State.
•
University in 1964. During her
Coltod I'nisi I st.rnt
pkins, dramatic interpretation.
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.
kolida
Two Thefts Repotted
student group. The food was
LETTERS,,,FEDITOR
One of the major dramatic
post graduate training, Mrs.
Ronald Shemwell, original
Z nsit944r1,41114
vo/Adtimitif,,,
prepared here in Murray by the productions of the year at
Mrs. Karen Boyd, assistant
Hannon was associated with the
oratory; Pam Tucker, poetry;
students themselves and each Murray State, the children's Travelers warning on account professor in the field of design at To Police Department
Hospital, West Dear Mr. Williams:
Becky Fenton, radio broaddish was identified by the name theatre is a growing tradition of fog this Morning. Considerable Murray State University, will be Two thefts were reported to the Jewish Memorial.
Ad- I am enclosing an ad which was casting; and Larry Robinson,
Veterans
of the dish and the nation that attracts throngs of children cloudiness and turning colder leading the second in the series of Murray Police Department last Roxbury
ministration Hospital where she in your newspaper on Friday, 'extemperanous speaking, were
represented.
from West Kentucky and today. Mostly cloudy and con- workshops in composition and night. James Hornbuckle of 209
was concerned with basic and January.,8, 1971 in which the four rated a good.
had
car
his
that
tinued
reported
cool
and
tonight
St.
WedPine
surrounding areas of nearby
design.
and theatres in Murray are ad- ,The students are coached by
principles
advanced.:
on
parked
nesday with occasional light rein
been broken into while
In order to get a taste of states each year.
techniques: Of rehabilitation vertising the fact that they are Mrs.-Jerry Sue Owens and
everything, we took a small
To include a cast of 22 students, late tonight and Wednesday. Members are utged to attend 14th Street between 7:30 and 9:30
Also she was connected each Showing an "R"- or "X" Ronald Beshear.
portion- of each, however"since the show includes several in- Chance Of light snow mixed with and are asked to .bring the p.m. Entrance to the car was nursing.
and management of tHe rated movie. This is a Friday
care
with
a
looping
rain
by
early
gained
Wednesday
mostly following items: Two magazines, reportedly
. there were about twenty dishes, stances where action takes place
The next trip for the speech
north portion. Highs today mostly rubber cement, scissors, two wire througt a window to unlock physically and mentally han- night when most of our young students will
'we had a plate full when we in the audience.
be to Madisonville
sperial
out".
With
child
"night
a
dicapped
people would enjoy
reached the end of the table.
Leading roles in the production in 40s and low 50s. Lows tonight sheets paper,tempera paint, soft one of the car doors.
emphasis in the area of mental This is also a night-when Murray on January 23.
Borga
to
2i3a
reported
Highs
30s
low
Hornbuckle
Wednesday
brushes, tin can and lid, a Guild
are: Deborah Mabry of Murray,
High basketball team is playing
There were dishes from Jordan, Dorothy; Phil Bruschi of Tren- upper 30s to mid 40s.
Warner tape player and six tapes retardation.
spokesman said.
Prior to her present position, an out of town game, which
Iran, Nationalist China, Korea, ton, N. J., the Tin Woodsman;
missing from the car.
FIREMEN CALLED
India, Jamaica, Venezuela. Buddy Fugate of Brookpert, Ill.,
EXTENDED OUTLOOK _
At 7 a.m. this morning, officials she was assistant director of leaves many a teen-ager with
• _WRONG ADDRUS
The Murray Fire Department
of Western Kentucky Stages Nursing Education, Children's little opportunity. for wholesome
Mexico, USA, and several other the Cowardly Lion; Randy
Precipitation likely Thursday
-•
.
answered a call this morning at
reported that a window to the Hospital, Louisville, where she entertainment.
Kleuntries that we cannot Powell of Benton. the Scarecrow; and chance of rain in east portion
As .the mother of three 6:45 to the Hicks house at 811
been was responsible for planning
remember.
Steye Hall of Louisville, the Friday and over much of state toi3Oet01-TrilfilliiliSlijOn is located terminal building here had
about pediatric, curriculum and lear- teenagers, I em very much Vine Street. The fuse box on the
-Wizard; Nancy Gordon of Saturday. Colder trend Friday It 401 North Fourth Street and smashed with a brick and
Several'rice distill which were Louisville, the dog Toto; and and Saturday. '
• • -Wet wethe address noted in their $5.00 in change was stolen from a ning experiences, of student concerned With the caliber_ of back porch had burned out, but
nurses.
advertisement yesterday.
change box in the building
no fire to the house was reported
,„ Angela Humphrey of Humueyb
(Continued on Page Mei
(Continued on Page Ten)

Tops 1970 Sale Average
By Over $3 Per Basket

Golden -"Sliding
Annivertary

Ky.

Bill Moffett Is
Elected To Rizpah
Temple Position

irst Big Story

n

Stubblpfield's Racjio
Published 69 -Yeats--

BULLETIN

S
Given Four At
C

Six-year-old Drowns
in Carlisle County

Mrs. Wisehart Now Pediatric Nurse To Dr. Bernard Segal
Patient At Memphis, Speak Thursday At Is UCM Speaker
Open Club Meeting

Six Students
Get Superior
Rating Here

Children's Theatre Production
Set For January 14-16 At MSU

Fulton Holiday Inn
Robbed This Morning

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Workshop Planned
At The Art Guild

The Weather
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New lu Fch .Program
NEWS SUMMARY
_
_
App 'oved For Schools

The Calloway County Board of price lunches under a less
Education
and the Murray City specific guideline and last year
Editor,
We reserve the right to reject any Advertiaing, Letters to the
Or Public Voice items whiCh. In our opinion, are not for the best Board of Education have recently served a high percent of
free
approved participation in a new
interest of our readers.
lunches. The new program and
program governing free and
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WIT2921 00., 1609
the basis for qualifying will be
price lunches as contained in a letter
Madison Ave. Memphis, Twin.; Time at Life Bldg.. New York. N.Y. reduced
which is
established
under
the National being given to each
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit,Itich.
city and
Lunch Program. The program
county student to take home.
Entered Dail) at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for
has also been approved for
transmission as Second Class Matter
University School.
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISH

•

STATE GovxmaiDirs
WEEK OF ACTIVITY
IN ma,

NAMES ESTATE

SUBSCIPTION RATES

By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e, per

Month $1.52. In Calioway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50;
$16.00. All service subscriptions 0.00.

Zones 1 & 2, $13 00, Elsewhere

“The Outstanding Civio Asset of a Community is

the

Integrity of Its Newspaper"
TUESDAY-JANUARY 12. 1971

Recycling One Watte—Newspapers
Newspapers have beezi in the forefront of the
effort to awaken the public to the threats to the
environment: and one of the main threats is the
huge accumulation of waste in a so-called civilized
modern society.
It has not been lost on many perceptive readers
of American newspapers that newspapers themselves produce tons of "waste" in the form of
discarded newspapers. We have been asked by one
of those readers to give a report on the progress of
the newspaper industry in cleaning its own nest.
The following is based mainly on information
supplied by Newsprint Facts, published by the
Newsprint Information Committee and subsidized
by eight major newsprint producers.
The daily paper, in bundles or crumpled masses,
makes up about 7 per cent of all domestic waste,
and about 4 per cent of all waste collections.
Of the nearly 10 million tons of newsprint used by
newspapers and others during last year, 2.3 million
tons were collected and reprocessed into cartons,
boxes, construction paper, gypsum, wallboard, etc.
De-inking plants received about 400,000 tons of it,
to be used again by newspapers.
The last mentioned process, by which paper is deinked and pressed back into newsprint rolls, is—
perhaps the most promising in ,the industry's efforts to find ways to recycle its wastes. The
problem currently is that such de-inking facilities
are economically feasible and practicable only
near ready sources of clean newsprint—near large
cities where large newspapers can supply adequate
quantities of press waste. The problems involved
with collecting used newsprint on a house-to-house
-basis for reproeessing are considered too great at,the present time.
But there is a distinct possibility that smaller
newspapers can utilize regional de-inking facilities,
provided the problem of collection and transportation can be solved.
There is another widespread notion about
newsprint: that those 10 million tons of paper
produced last year require the depletion of millions
of precious trees, a basic resource that is hard to
replace. That 10 million tons used 100 million trees,
but the newsprint industry makes the point that far
more than 100 million trees were produced by
growth last year in the newsprint forests where
companies maintain a steady cycle of use and
planting so that their basic resource will not be
used up. Newsprint trees are grown as an annual
crop.
These facts do not constitute a vast apologia,for
the newspaper industry, but they do indicate that
the industry, along with many other industries
saddled with the problem of waste, are conscious of
their obligations to the public. But it will require
constant innovation to translate awareness into
concrete methOds for- recycling the mountains of
products of an affluent society.
The world News,Roanoke, Va.

named his Spanish style estate
here "La Casa Pacifica."

Protection

says 91 beaches in the
Agency
—
United Staes have been closed
o tagged m Dolluted,another 13
•
-r
are not recommended for
bathing and 10 more are listed
as unsatisfactory for use.

ADULTS—Kentucky Educational Television has adopted a
stylized, small letter "a" as a symbol to be flashed on the screen
to warn viewers that certain programs might be considered
inappropriate for the entire family to view.
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the ruling of the school officials
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ways, and reappointed Mrs. Rexford Blazer, Ashland, to the
University of Kentucky Board of Trustees.

Matt Haug,

the Murray S
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Tuesday, Jan.
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the last two se

ordered

be replaced

after graduati,

by

the military

12, "victory sausage,
" a combina-
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day of 1971.
tion of. meat and soybean meal.
The moon is between its full In 1964 Communist rebels
phase and last quarter.
overthrew the government of
morning
The
stars
are the east
African island
of
Mercury,- Venus, Jupiter and Zanzibar.
Mars.
In 1968 Gov. George Ftonrurey
The evening star is Saturn.
of Michigan 'tipened his New
Those born on this date are Hampshire campaign against
under the sign of Capricorn.
Richard Nixon. Romney later
author
American
Jack withdrew from the presidential
London was born on Jan. 12. 1876, race.
1876.
On this day in history:
hr 11365 Confederate President--A thought for the day.
Jefferson Davis met with an
Scottish
emissary

of

President

clergyman

Lincoln

Movie,
"Sins ei Rachel

Civil War peace terms.

Dick Cavan
Dick Craven

a postgraduat
the National
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win

annually to en

first

Norman

S4270

a

be dark as night. There's

star

to
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the

humble.

Trust in God and do the right."

01A8.J.
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CHILDREN—The Department of Economic Security has agreed
with a private agency in Jefferson Co. to plan day-care services
for disadvantaged children of low-income families.
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Department officials expect to receive some
100 applications for bail-bonding licenses, as regulation of the bail
bond business by the state began January 1.
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PHONES—South Central Bell Telephone Go. has gone to court in
an effort to have set aside the decision by the Public Service
Commission recently denying a requested $14.8 million rate in-
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Fryers are advertised at 53 cents per pound in a local grocery
ad today
Mike Stranak and E. B. Linn attended the Dairy
convention in Chicago, RI., last week.
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What's Your Name?

NBA Stars

Racers Edge Tech
In 011C Game Here

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
(UP11-Bob Asher, a rookie
offensive lineman for the Dallas
Cowboys, got his first look at
the tremendous number of
newsmen here for Sunday's
Super Bowl game and grumbled
about them.
By JAMES F. COUR
"All these newspapermen
SAN DIEGO (UPI
keep on asking me the same
half, 32-30.
first half. Four out of eight free
Reed and two teammates on question," he complained to
By David Hill
Murray State hit 14 out of 28 shots gave them 50 per cent from
the world champion New York teammate John Niland, a five- The Murray State Racers
attempted field goals for 50 per the free throw line.
Knicks attempt to continue the year veteran.
slipped by the Tennessee Tech
cent from the field during the
Both teams got off to a slow
the
against
East's domination
"What question' is that?"-Golden Eagles last night as they
start in the second half. Tech
West in the 21st annual Niland asked.
came from behind to win it 64-63..
managed to pull ahead and at one
National Basketball Associaton 'What's your name?"' Ah- Having led for all the first half,
College Basketball Results time led by eight points. The
All-Star game tonight.
ser grumbled.
the Racers lost their advantage By,United Press International
Racers rallied however, and
The Easterners have won the
when the Eagles tied it up early Virginia 50 So. Car. 49
managed to score ten points
Thoroughpast three games, seven of the
The
in the second half.
Jacksnvl 95 Okla. City 67
the Eagles could score
before
14-6
a
hold
last eight and
breds had to play catch-up ball Kentucky'79 Georgia 66
again.
overall advantage since taking
for the remainder of the contest. Tennessee 8S Florida 75
„
the first contest at Boston in
With 6:35 left to play, a layup Cinci 87 Northern Ill. 86
Les Taylor was game-high
NCAA SCHOLAR: Nlatt Hang, center, receives a certificate naming hint an NCAA scholarship 1951.
rebounder with ten rebounds.
by I..es Taylor tied the score at 51 Rutgers 101 Gettysburg 71
But the West is favored this
winner from Murray State Head Coach Bill Furgerson. At left is Murray Offensive Coach Carl
Hector Blondet followed with
all. Thirty seconds later, another Am. Intl. 101 Bridgeport 83
season because of the presence
Oakley.
eight and Ron Johnson pulled
layup by Taylor put the Racers Maryland 56 Clemson 52
f Lew Alcindor and Oscar
on top,_
West. Ky. 85 Morehead St. 12 down seven off the boards.
Robertson of the Milwaukee
The lead seesawed back and Indiana St. 98 Butler 90
Jimmy Young and Al Lewis of
Bucks. The Bucks are the
forth from then on, with neither Denver 85 TCU 74
Tech tied for top scoring honors
biggest threat to the Knicks'
team gaining more than a three So. Ala. 74 Abilene Chris.\
flk with 20 points each. Les Taylor
one-year domination in the
point margin. With 35 seconds Oklahoma 75 Kansas St. 68 \followed with 19 for Murray.
By United Press International
league.
showing on the clock, the Racers Okla. St. 65 Ark. St. 60
Twenty-five out of forty-eight
half
Alcindor was a member of Indiana drew within a
led by three, 64-61. Dan Furlong St. Louis 79 Tulsa • 65
attempted field goals gave the
the Eastern team as a rookie game of Utah in the American put in two more for Tennessee
Thoroughbreds 52 per cent from
Missouri 77 Iowa St. 71
season and scored IT points Basketball Association's tight Tech before the horn sounded to
last
an
maintained
the field. Again they hit 50 per
has
Murray and
72
Alabama
83
Auburn
By M. C. Garrott
by
-racein a 142-135 victory. Robertson, Western Divisionmake it Racers, 64, Tech 63.
cent from the charity stripe with
overall academic average of 3.5
New Mex. 73 Air Force 66
and Joe Tom Erwin
the Most Valuable Player in the upending the section leader, The Racers took command of
14 out of 28.
of a possible 4 points for the seven
SMU 88 Dallas Bap. 63
night. The ABA
All-Star game three times, had 111-101, Monday
the game early and jumped to a ice 85
The Golden Eagles connected
of study he had
76
n
Am.
Pan
69
1
e
9
n
a
Texas
a
from
RICHMAN
rallied
Matt Haug, who quarterbacked semesters
MILTON
champions
By
21.
13-1 lead before the Eagles could Rice
also been
44 per cent from the field and
has
on
He
completed.
Tul
team
in the first
the Murray State football
IJPI Sports Writer
The NBA's realignment to seven-point deficit
in
to get moving. Tech fought Ky. Wslyn, 88 St. Bnvl 68
seem
Whho
per cent from' the free throw
"Who's
79
in
listed
the last two seasons, had planned
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. accommodate three expansion period and rubbed salt into the to catch the Thoroughbreds and
and
Colleges
line.
Murray St. 64 Tenn. Tech 63
after graduation nest June to pay American
-Tom Landry already teams put Milwaukee in the Utah wound with a third(UPI)
came to within two points at the Hawaii 94 Ariz. St. 87
s" and named one of
SCORING
the military obligation he con- Universitie
quarter surge that put Indiana
knows what it'll take for his Western Conference.
physical
outstanding
Murray's
15 points.
tracted when he entered adMurray State (64)-Young 20,
Dallas Cowboys to beat the
Buck Coach Larry Costello, in front by
majors.
education
Taylor 19, Blondet II, Williams 6,
vanced ROTC. But after winning
Baltimore Colts in Sunday's who is directing the West, will Memphis routes). Kentucky,
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
other league
a postgraduate scholarship from The son
the
only
in
Bowl game.
Johnson 4, Mancini 4.
121-107,
Super
at
Alcindor
7-foot-2
the
start
Genevieve, Haug
the National Collegiate Athletic Haug of Ste.
Tennessee Tech (63)-Lewis
action.
Patience.
of
Los
center, Jerry West
he would likely do his
20, Schwegman 16, Pack 11,
There's only one hitch. The Angeles and Dave Bing of Roger Brown and Mel Daniels
Association, he thinks he'll ask said
•
Murray.
at
degree
Tanner 8, Furlong 5, Kovach 3.
the Army to delay his service graduate
Colts have shown plenty of it, Detroit at guards and, Jerry provided the Pacer punch, with
recruited by
32
high
game
a
scoring
time a year so that he can Personally
Brown
too.
and
Francisco
Lucas of San
Head Coach Bill
"We're going to have to be
28, while
complete a master's degree in Murray ,
guar-.
Hang
Connie. Hawkins of Phoenix at points. Daniels netted
Much better. Money will do it
Furgerson
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
"The
Landry.
says
physical education.
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33
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Haug is one of
Colts are a
New York''Red Holtzman Is Beaty to 26 points.
The Cowboys unquestionably
averaged more than 50
UPI Sports Writer
the only person in Kentucky to which
dedicated and aggressive team. the East coach for the second Louis Dampier's string of
makes are a much better team than
unwent
-Money
and
(UPI)
game
a
MIAMI
points
win one of the $1,000 NCAA
They'll take away everything straight year. In addition to free throws was snapped at 58,
the one which took that 31-0
untied, and unacored on
difference.
scholarships which are awarded defeated,
deep from you and make you Reed, the Knicks on the a pro foul shooting record, as a little
Cowboys. lumping here a year ago. Tom
year.
Dallas
senior
his
the
during
Ask.
annually to outstanding scholarmove slow. Then they'll come Eastern-Kin-ad aie Walt Frai Kentucky bowed to Memphis.
it both ways, with Landry, the Cowboys' coach,
a 6-3, 185-tiolindit;
The winning Pros received-Al They tried
athletes in America. He is the Haug,
in and take the short stuff and Dave DeBussehere.
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move
can
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eight
ced
effort
You
first Murray athlete to be so became
also.
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at the away
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last year's losing entry if for no NEW
quarterba
starting
double
in
them but it takes Reed, the league's MVP last players scored
honored. Winners of the
following against
better they say. other reason then the team's United Press International top
much
season
is
1969
the
of
With
outset
scholarships were announced
patience."
season and the top player in the figures. Wilbert Jones, Charlie
graduation of All-OVC
The Cowboys haVe been here outlook is completely changed. 20 major college basketball
Dec. 29 by Walter Byers, the
The Cowboys' coach made his All-Star game a year ago, and Williams and Steve Jones each
Tillman.
Larry
k
bowl games before. They Landry says the Cowboys think teams with first place votes
quarterbac
for
NCAA.
first
the
executive director of
remarks following their
His other starters will tallied 17 points for Memphis. came here for one last only win now, not lose.
Frazier.
and won lost records in
Ohio
and
team
new
a
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He
A 1967 graduate of Valley High
Monday, which be Boston's John Havlicek and CincY Powell led Kentucky with
Colts have been here parentheses. (Sixth week inthat workout here
The
January
the
records
and
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January
Valley
School, Ste. Genevieve, Mo.,
20.
actually was half a picture- Philadelphia's Billy Cun
haven't cludes games played through
They
too.
his 2,327 yards gained
before that and "whatthey got before
at the local field ham at forwards- "and Earl
Haug is an honor student at Year with
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taking
came to forgotten how they came here StinclaY, Jan. 10).
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to
man
two
those
for
oldest
passing as the Racers posted a 5the
become
will
and half a loosening uP in Monroe of Baltimore in the
Points
"
favored for the1969 Super Bowl ... Team 4
4-1 record.
peanuts.
play in the All-Star contest.
Miami's Orange Bowl where backcourt with Frazier:
317
game with the New York Jets, 1. UCLA (30) (11-0)
on:
call
During spring practice of 1970.
can
also
Costello
Baltimore
with
game
Sunday's
255
Other East players arws
of .Los Some people argued the how Joe Namath neatly picked 2. Sou. Cal. (1) (12-0)
the lanky Missorian suffered a
in
Chamberla
Wilt
will be played.
even deserve them apart with 17 out of 28 3. MarquAte (11-0)
• -341.
Boston's Jo Jo White, Atian
adly separated shoulder, Landry took his players to
eles, Elvin Hayes of San Cowboys didn't
that after the glittering perfor- passes for 106 yards and an 4. Pennsylvania (1)(114) .210ta's Lou Hudson, Gus Jotinsorn
of
Arsdale
• gh he started at guarVan
Dick
'the Orange Bowl because he and Wes Unseld of Baltimore.1.431 g°'
mance they put on against the astonishing 16-7 upset.
5. Western Kentucky (114)189
much of last season, her
!x , obchLiocvaegoand
Phaoikeen!
wanted them to accustom Bob Kauffman of Buffalo. w
108
Los. Angeles Rams. The Cow- Bubba Smith, instrumental in 6. South Carolina (10-2)
passing
never regained his 1969
of
Porturf
themselves to the poly-t
91
Cleveland's John Johnson and, land's Geoff Petrie, Seattle's boys played as if they didn't helping the Colts get here this 7. Jacksonville (8-2)
efficiency.
there, which is different than Cincinnati's Johnny Green and
anybody running up year, says this year's Balti- 8. Kansas (9-1)
ea
Haug's injured shoulder was a
Len Wilkens and San .Francis- want
they usually play
astroturf
the
52
against their sunburn in the more club is better than the 9. Kentucky (9-74
Tom Van Arsdale. At 37. Green co's Jeff Mullins.
great blow to the Thoroughbreds'
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in
on
42
Bowl
(7-2)
In
Losers'
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or
the
Bowl
to
Dame
Playoff
lost
one that
10. Notre
football fortunes last season,
When the Cowboys think
as Vince Lobartli used to call it what. way you ask him?
26
11. Fordham (12-0(
to Furgerson.
according
upcoming contest
By CHARLES E. TAYLOR
25
and last year's final score was
"Gotta Lot of Unity"
"Last season was our fourtt about their
12. St. Bonaventure 9-1)
with the Colts they thinissabout
MIAMI (UPI) -John Unitas
24
31-0 Rams.
a
as
"We gotta lot of unity," 13. Villanova (11-3)
had
we
players
the
with
year
the
explained.
and John Mackey share
three things, Landry
This time it's altogether Bubba says. "A helluva lot of 14. Indiana (9-2)
22
of our staff's first
result
view that the Baltimore Colts
"Johnny Unitas is the first
17
different.
unity. More than we had on 15. North Carolina (10-2)
recruiting effort," he said, "and
are hitting their stride at the
thing we think about," he said.
The Cowboys and Baltimore that team."
16
better
our
of
one
16. Oregon (9-2)
expected
We
was
Brodie
John
"Laat week
right time this season-heading
9
Colts aren't here for any Was he talking about the fact 17. Weber St. (9-1)
This all changed when
records.
the number one factor to be
into Super Bowl V.
has been Don McCafferty is the coach 18. Utah St. (10-2)
which
Bowl,
Playoff
was hurt and the rest is
Matt
tend to be grim, tight-lipped abandoned thankfully, they're
Two years ago, they think,
contended with and now Unitas
By VITO STELLINO
7
now and not Don Shute?
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Writer
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Sports
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NEW YORK (UPI . -Alex approach to
say that "anyone with 'less
pro $1.2-million in next
playing
same way our running Webster is a guy who mightthelieves that
and were bombed 16-7 by the
Bowl V game-the fifth that."
Super
dependability and the
points: Ardona State, Illinois,
courage,
be fun.
game 'did it for us.
New York Jets. Unitas also
start a refreshing new trend in football should
game for football's world John Mackey, the Colts' tight Memptilt State.
probably would not have
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to
attitude
this
to
have
brought
we
He
thing
"The second
thinks over-confidence played a
I,eague
National Football
championship-in which $15,000 end, points out one essential
played last season" after sufthe New York Giants as head
think about is their outside coaches.
part in the 1969 trip to the
goes to each member of the difference between this Baltian injury as severe as
fering
receivers. They've got great While the majority of coaches coach and was named the winners and $7,500 to each
world championship game, and
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Bettie' Bay Becomes The Bride Ot
i< Bradley C. Hanson At Mason's Chapel
*SS

Miss Bettie S. Bucy, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Bucy of
Hazel, was married to Bradley C.
Hanson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Martin Hanson of LeClaire, Iowa,
on Saturday, November 21, at the
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Church.
Bro. James Baker performed
the double ring ceremony at
three o'clock in the afternoon in
the presence of family and close
friends. Mrs. John A. White
presented a program of lovely
nuptial music.
The altar was centered with a
twelve branched tree candelabra
holding a massive dried
arrangement of red eucalyptuses, pink baby's breath, and
large pink silk roses with a large
pink bow at the b,nie. ON either
side was. a maieking dried
arrangement of red eucalyptuses, pink baby's breath, and
cardons puffs. In the center of
each of the arrangements were
five long tapers. Dusty pink
streamers tied in love knots were
used for accent in the
arrangement.
Bride's Dress
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Fires in kitchen

Bucy home; and a luncheon given
by Mrs. James Thurmond and
Mrs. Burse Waters at the
Thurmond home.
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SANTA ANA, CAL (UPI): A hot idea paid off for the
fire department of Santa Ana, Cal. Fire inspector Ken
Mitchell says Santa Ana led the nation last year in the
number of cooking fires extinguished with children's
bane-made fire pails.

f.BIRTHS4

Thirty-three such fires were put out With pails of
baking soda, whichls an effective extinguisher for grease
fires.

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Travis of
Dexter Route One are the parents
of a baby boy, Tony Brian,
weighing seven pounds eight
ounces, born on Friday, January
8, at 7:57 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have one daughter, Karen
Lynn, age five. The father is
employed by the Murray Division
of the Tappan Company.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Tom Ed Travis and Mr. and Mrs.
Garnett Cunningham, all of
Dexter Route One. Great
grandparents are Albert Cunningham of Murray Route Six
and Mss. Lee Walker of Roxanne,

Mitchell said kitchen fires, mahy of them caused by
grease, rank third in number in the U. S., after careless
smoking and children playing with matches.
If a blaze should flare up in your kitchen, here's how
experts suggest coping with it:
Stay calm,and shut off the stove.
Do not move the pen—you may set yourself on fire.
Don't pour waif on a grease fire—the spitting szease
can burn you.

cover as creative sewers make
their own slips, panties and bras
in exciting prints and pretty hues.
To determine the right side of a
Don't try to nediriguish fire with flour—flour can
tricot pull fabric on a crosswise
.4explode.
edge; edge will curl to right side,
Throw handful& of baking soda onto the base of the
Use a ball point needle, size 9 or
flame. This creates carbon dioxide gas that smothers the
Looking for an eye-appealing 11, nylon thread for machine
fireappetizer, bread, sauce, or stitching. Stitch the seam once on
dessert? -Try *ult.
the seamline and then zigzag.
Tournament will start at 10:31;relatives and friends are invited. Not only-is fruit delicious and
"Sew Your Own Lingerie" gives
a.m. in Wilson Hall, Murray State
eye-appealing, it's great for
University. No charge and the The BME recital of Sue weight watchers. Most fresh, further information. I shall be
Lora Ann is the name chosen by
glad to send you one. Call or write
public is invited.
Mansfield, Timonium, Md., raw, unsweetened fruits contain
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Winchester of
either me or your local Extension
piano, and Lyle Hamm, fewer than 100 calories per
Murray Route Five for their baty
Junior-Senior Recital of Lynn Philmont, N. Y., French horn, serving, such as a medium-size Office. — Catherine C. Thompgirl, weighing eight pounds 9%
WINTER FASHIONS IN SHORT SUPPLY — These three
Armstrong,
Milan, Tenn., will be at three p.m. at the recital apple, banana, oranges, peach, son, P. 0. Box 270, Hickman, Ky.
The bride, given in marriage ounces, born on Friday, January
French girls are wearing the latest winter fashion in
clarinet, and Benny Hayes, hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts or pear. And fruit is valued- for 42050 Phone: 236-2351.
by her mother, was lovely in her 8, at 1:37 p.m. at the MurrayParis—short shorts reinforced by sweaters, heavy stockSturgis, baritone horn, will be at Building, Murray State. No the vitamins and minerals it
floor length wedding dress of Calloway County Hospital.
ings and boots. The shorts are made of wool.
the Recital Hall, Price Doyle charge and the public is invited. furnishes. Some fruits are high in
white nylon velvet. The skirt was They have another daughter,
Fine Arts Building, at 4:30 p.m.
softly gathered to an empire Tere_asa, age two. The father is
C,some are good sources
noose 753-11,17 or 7S.1-4114/
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Hayden vitamin
.
No charge.
Mrs. J. B. Bsu-keen
waistline styled to form a short employed by the Texaco Gas
of vitamin A, and some give
Bogard will have an open house
train in the back. To accent the Company.
important amounts of iron. —
at their home on Murray Route
Saturday, January 16
high ,'
'- 4dine, empire waist, and
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Winchester
Federal
Griffin,
Maxine
I.
Three
from
two
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four p.m. in
Chapter M of PEO Sisterhood
cuff_ ----s„-,- .. --nee trimmed with and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Elliirts,
Building, Clinton, Ky. 42031
- sped pearls all of Murray Route Five, are the
will have a luncheon at 12 noon at,celebration of their golden Atone: 653-7231.
alencon iiiis • - •
In a December afternoon
-the home of Mrs. Henry wedding anniversary. Al' friends
following the desi., .' •... :- t's grandparents. Great grandceremony, Miss Virginia Lynn
1=e with Mrs. Olga and relatives are invited.
1sare Mr. and Mrs. Perry
The lace with pearls was arniast
weather
Fashion meets cold
Franks and David Sherman
as cohosUnis.
the neck and down the tenter eat, n 3104 Mrs. Nora Parker,
cancelled its meeting for with head and hands warmly
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month.
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- "The Wizard of Oz",Children's
empire waist, and around the
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cuffs onto which the sleeves were
John Henderso.BME recital of Mickey Knull, Theatre production, will be at
colors make for a sizzling performed by the Rev. Fred
Sedelia oUte One announce gathered. To highlight the back,
Schenectady, N.Y.,trumpet, with, Murray State. -Admission is fifty
snowtime. Keep colors fresh with Morton in the chapel of the
Tuesaa,, Jaapars
cents.
the dress had a large bow with the birth of a baby girl, Vonya
frequent launderings. Many are United Campus Ministry at
Symphonic Banc Wiocer Alice Hopper, Belleview, Fla,
The
long streamers which also were Carole, weighing eight pounds
Members of the Murray- machine wasbable and dryable: Murray State University.
concert will be held at the soprano, assisting will be at 8:38
trimmed.witb a lacg...and, pearls. eleven ounces, bola.on...EridaY
'firm- Mare Debate Calloway County Shrine Club and check hangtaps for correct
ullay State auditorium at eight p.m—in-the recital ball-at tas -Old
The headpiece - was a soft January 8, at 6:311-11.M at the
matron of honor was Mrs.p.m. Paul Shahan is the con- Price 150yk. Fine Artitlieildin‘ Tour:nen** will be held the their families held their monthly washing procedureit: — Dean The
arrangement of orange blossoms Murray-Calloway County
Johnny ,
and Roger Reichmnth the Murray. 'No charge and the second day at Murray State fellowshi„preakfast at the Roper, Courthouse, Mayfield, Randy Williams and
ductor
with seed pearls and the fingertip Hospital.
Bevins served as best man.
University. The topic is HolidarThii on Sunday, January Ky. 42066 Phone: 247-2334.
guest conductor. Public is invited public is invited.
veil was designed of silk illusion.
They have -one son, Janey
"Resolved, That the Federal 10, at nine o'clock in the mo
and there is neviskrge.
The bride carried a traditional Craig, age fifteen months. The
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Homemakers Club will meet at meet at 7:30 p.m. as follows: Price Controls."
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, table were overlaid with white Bernice Boyd gave the landscape business meeting and creative present "The Wizard of Oz at
. cloths under pink netting. Cen- notes on making a survey of workshop. Members note change Murray State University. .4dmissiosi is fifty cents per person.
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Circles of the WSCS of the First The Marketing Club Banquet of
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Tucker with Mrs. Frank Kane, Green, Bardstown, soprano, with
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London, Madrid, Mexico City,
Capri, Lisbon. Paris, Tangier,
Rome, Majorca, Acapulco.
This glittering world of the jet
set is just a dream for most of us—
but not for a PBX attendant with
a little adventure in her soul.
These far-away places are exciting
memories for petite Louise Lamb,
attendant at the Bank of Murray in
Murray, Ky. With an enthusiasm
that belies her otherwise calm and
gentle manner, Louise calls herself
a "goer.'" Every two or three years,
she and her sister collect their savings and leave their comfortable
Murray home on another jaunt to
strange, enchanting lands. Her face
glows with enthusiasm as she talks
about her trips to Mexico and Europe, one memory tumbling out
over another.
"The scenery in Mexico was just
out bf this world," said Louise, who
visited the country with her sister
and a friend in 1964. "I thought the
mining town of Taxco, perched on a
mountainside, was particularly appealing. And the people were so nice
and friendly. But then I've never
been anywhere that the'people
didn't go out of thcit• way to do
things for us.
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This trip also included visits to
Tangier in North Africa, where
Louise tried her "carnelmanship"
on one of the local means of transportation, and the island of Majorca, one of her "special" places.
"In Majorca, our hotel room had
a balcony overlooking the Mediterrapean Sea, close enough to have
thrown a sane int() the water," she
said dreamily."I got up every morn%
ipg to watch the sunrise over,-4'6
-sea—simply breathtaking! Then I
would eat breakfast on the balcony.
It's a lovely way to start a day."
For her travek,'Louise prefers
conducted tnurs, like the ones she
made to Europe, for a number of
reasons.
"With a tour group, everything
it taken care of for you," she said.
"You don't have to worry about
transportation, tipping, hotels-anything. You also make a lot of
interesting new friends among the
group and it's fun to keep in touch.
In addition, the guides know the
highlights so that you don't waste -

In September, 1969, she was on
"Of course, for a woman, shopher way again—this time to Spain
ping is one of the biggest pleasures
and Portugal.
of a trip. And I haven't been any
"Spain was quite different from
place yet that I flidn't buy someother parts of Europe we had visthing I shouldn't have," she added,
ited," she said. "The architecture
laughing. "You know, in Mexico,
reflects a Moorish influence and is
you can get skin shoes custom made.
more elaborate. You see children on
And I couldn't resist a scarlet doestreets still carving these dethe
buttons.
skin coat with real feather
signs. Of course, we saw miles and
The worst part of the whole trip
miles of vineyards and olive groves
was the siesta in the afternoons—
in which each leaf looked as if it
all the shops were closed. But maybe
had just been washed and waxed.
that's why Mexicans live so long."
We stopped at a large winery to.
Mexico was just the beginning
sample some of its wares. You krlovi,
for Louise. In 1967, again with her
in most places we were served';'vine
sister, she was on her way to
like water. We practicallf had to
London, Paris, Rome and the Isle
knock someone in the head to get
of Capri.
any plain old water.
- We were on the go day and
"Sort1rti1' us women in the group
night," she said, her eyes sparkling
dselied to have our hair
in,so
bravely
inp6
with excitement. "We saw Buckin," she continued,jumpdone
of
the
g
the
changin
Palace,
ingham
another thought. "You
guard, the Tower of London, the
„make appointments—it's s ctly
crown jewels—oh, so many thingsl
ou go
London is my favorite among all -"first come, first serve•
ty-line-*rover a -sort-of
the places I've visited. It's so b
one shampoos, one ills, one combs
and alive, and there is just so,ormc
out. But wheilthis man came in to
to see and do."
comb my • , I was a little worried,
Her tour group wasTrance on
not the one who had
Bastille Day, which is comparable • since
roll it. I didn't know what I might
to our country:A' Fourth of July.
like! But my hairdo turned out
Paris was in.afestive, holiday mood
beautifully.
with fire.wórks lighting the sky.
"Qh1 The flea market in Toledo!"
Tlf'it was on to Rome, wh
she exclaimed, breaking into laughher stay was highlighted by
y the
ter. "I'm telling .you, I have never
door opera and a bless'
seen so many people. The sidewalks
Pope.
ousitgt
were literally covered and tr
"If you tour _Ittpe, y6tiore-gomost had to fight your way .
ing to see cathedrals," said Louise.

your time hunting the places you
want to see. And when you've only
got three weeks, you don't have
time to waste."
Louise has some good suggestions
for others who are planning trips,
such as checking the temperatt%els
and rainy seasons to be sure y
won't be there in bad weather. And",
since you'll be "on the go," she suggests you stick to old comfortable
clothes instead of buying a lot of
new ones. She points out that what
might be old to you will be new to
the people on the trip.
Then a far-away look comes into
her eyes as Louise begins to name
other places she'd like to visit.
Greece may be next on her list.
"One trip just makes you more
anxious to take others," she said.
"I'd like to retire and just travel.
But I do have to come home and
!fill the till' a little.
"You really can't beat the States,
though," Louise added. "I have a
good time traveling, but it sure is
nice to come home. Maybe that's
the best-part of.the whole trip."

-the crowds..It's one ofthe most fascinating places I've ever seen, but
I couldn't stand it for long."

"But I don't' think I'll ever again
see any.i.hing as beautiful as the Sistin Chapel. We spent almost all
e Sunday at St. Peter's Cathedral
in Rome, and while we were there,
the Pope came to a small window
high above the huge,slosely packed
crowd ad blessed everyone. It was
very.moving."
The trip was over all too soon
for Louise. She knew then that she
wanted to return, so she started a
for the future.
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DEAR ABBY: AD those people who write to you and ask
if they should report suspected infidelities among their
neighbors reminds me of an incident which happened here in
,
East Texas.
A local husband occasionally jumped the marital fence
and strayed into fresh pastures. This wife was tolerant of
these actions because otherwise he was a kind, thoughtful
and loving husband.
One day Mrs. Nosy called the wife and said,"1 think you
the
ought to know that your husband was seen going into
apartment of a young widow!"
The wife replied, "Don't be jealous, Hooey, he'll get
Sincerely,
around to you pretty soon."
R. W. W.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Two weeks ago an acquaintance of our
16-year-old daughter said her mother had thrown her out of
the house, so she came here with all her belongings. Her
mother has since advertised her room and rented it.
She seems like a niee -enough girl, but we have a family
of ow own and can't keep her indefinitely. Yet I can't throw
her out into the street. The high school will not let her attend
classes as she has no one responsible for her. She's already
missed two weeks of school, and she wants t...) go back.
My husband and I/took this girl to the welfare office but
they offer little adviee, as the girl's mother is able to take
care of her. They told us to get her an apartment, but how
can a 16-year-old girl making 35 cents an hour as a "car
hop" rent an apartment?
We are stumped. Can you help
STUMPED
DEAR STUMPED: If I were you,-Pirtalk to the girl's
mother and get her side of It. It doesn't make sense that the
school would refuse to let the girl attend classes, and the
welfare department could offer you little advice. In the
meantime, it appears that the girl fa minorl has
maneuvered you into being her unofficial guardian. A lawyer
for your local Legal Aid Society I can tell you what to
do—fast.
DEAR ABBY. I try not to yell at my mother because she
is 82 years old, but I am wondering if I should say something
about this.
At funerals lately she will walk up to the casket and kiss
the corpse! The first time I saw her do this, I couldn't
believe my eyes. The second time I was less shocked. Do
other people do this? And if so, why? I think it is a soap
opera touch my mother has picked up someplace. What do
NO KISSER
you think/
DEAR NO: When - mourners leas- eliereit—et dear
emotions, such behavior is possible. bat if yin snapeet year
mother of "soap opera" dramatics(de'es if yew duet],
ask her to discontinue the practice.
DEAR ABBY: My wife is a wonderful person: She is a
good cook, housekeeper, laundress, seamstress, mother and
she also works part time. She is always doing nice things for
the neighbors, the kids' school and the church.
Jam not bad myself. lam steady at my job, I do a lot of
work around the house, take good care of the yard and the
cars. I make out the income tax, do all the check writing for
the bills, and I even help her with the dishes and hang out the
clotkies and do some of the shopping. I don't run around with
other women and I don't spend much on myself.
The wife takes good care of me as far as my clothes and
food are concerned, but she falls very short when it comes to
being as intimate as a husband and wife should be. When I
complain, she tells me (have to "earn" that.
What does a husband have to do to "earn" that?
WELL KEPT BUT UNLOVED
DEAR UNLOVED: Why don't you ask year wife Anil
when lag tells you. please let me know. The best things In

What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get It off
year chest. Write te ABBY, Box Wes, Los Angeles, Cal.
seeds. For a persoeal reply enclose stamped. addressed
emveispe.

EAST LANSING, MICH. (UPI): Weep no more,
milady, a way has been found to kr,eitp,.tears from
your eyes when you peel onioi1tr1Ceep your mouth
shut.
Researchers at the Michigan State University
Food Science Department say closing the mouth
while peeling onions keeps tears from developing.
"I don't know why the closed-mouth practice
works," confessed Dr. Clifford Bedford, a department researcher,
"It works for us and it has worked for other
people who have tried it, but noboby seems to know
why."
Bedford said the closed-mouth, dry-eyed method
was discovered while kientists were working on new
processing methods for two onion varieties developed at MSC:, the Spartan Banner and the Spartan
Gem.
VIOW
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Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Smith and
By Estelle Spiceland
By Mrs. R. D. Key
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January 5, 1971
;old 1970 calendar has been Baby Girl Winchester (Mother
.
Th
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Vaden Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker
discarded although its leaves Bonnie Winchester), Route 5,
and children, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Saturday.
Henderson
McNutt and children visited Mrs. Ovie Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. have been filled with unforgotten Murray; Baby Girl
Clerris Wilson and daughter events which will affect many (Mother Debra Henderson),
Brother Vaden's Sunday.
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start
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Grace McGee
Warren Sykes and Mrs. R. D. Key found him very much improved. calendar for 1971 and already its Travis), Route 1, Dexter.
first pages are being blotted with
Tuesday afternoon.
DISMISSALS
and Mrs. Warren
tears for many.
Brother
Our aged people are leaving Earnest Page, Route 6,
Sykes visited Joe Lankford in the
this changing world one ...)y one, Murray; Rudy Bailey, Route 2,
Baptist Hospital in Memphis
and may we hold high the torch Murray; Master Jackie Tucker,
Saturday.
which falls from their once useful ,Route 1, Kirksey; Ro,dell GardLaura Dene and N'Terri Lynn
ner, Route 3, Ptuyear, Tenn.;
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than
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HOspital.
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Dene and Terri Lynn ills visited near Valley of Fire, Nevada. pay him homage.
Mrs. Ella Morris Friday af- Then, they drove a 12,000 pound Funerals are sad occasions, yet Murray; Mrs. Audie Wisehart,
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The revolutionary paper bridge people together in a deeper
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Charlie Wicker Friday afternoon. remarkable stress. The secret? we do appreciate every kindness
Brother and Mrs. Billy Turner Because of paper's unique tensile on such occasions.
and daughter, Brenda, visited properties, the
paperboard The breaking up of the old
Mrs. Ella Morris and Mrs. Oman bridge actually flexes with the homes brings changes. 'fhe
Paschall Thursday afternoon.
texture Of the paper as pressure McClures and Wiseharts had
Mrs. Glynn Orr and Mrs. R. D. is applied.
been next door neighbors always, To meet America's demands
Key spent the day Wednesday
and two McClures had married for wood in the year 2000, the
with Mrs. Ella Morris.
Wiseharts.
South is going to have to grow a
Mr. and Mrs. Carnol Boyd and
On Christmas Day it had whole new forest, reports the
always been the custom for all Southern Forest Institute. To do
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and son
the relatives and friends to this, all Southern forest land will
visited Mrs. Ella Morris and
gather at the old McClure home, have to be managedsforApccea,sed
family a while Wednesday
ancrthe next day was Wisehart productivity.
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson, Researchers at the Texas day.
And another 30 million acres of
Mr. and Mrs. Maburn Key, Mrs. Forest Products Laboratory, Now both old homes will be new forests must be planted by
Onie Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Lufkin, may have found a new empty. Old orders change.
1985. Within 30 years, the South's
Quitman Key and Mr. and Mrs..tool for fighting oil spills at sea, Values, principles, and morals woodlands will have to provide 13
0. E. Greenfield spent the day reports the Southern Forest are changing too.
BILLION cubic fegi okpood each
Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. Institute. It's ground bark from Surely never has there been so year, maybe even more.
- Southern itellow pine trees. Tests much law breaking. Juveniles
Derrel Wilson in Parts:—
Rickie Orr left Sunday show shredded pine bark can may be responsible for many
returning back to ciiiifter absorb up to three times its own violations, but not for such RESPITE AT LAST
ding Christmas with his weight in crude oil in seconds. complicated thievery as taking a
deep well pump, tank, and wires ROCHESTER, England TWITparents, Mr.and Mrs. Delius On-.
Debbie Coe visited Mrs. R. D. Combined with the oil, bark which`required hours of labor to -After listening to his wife
Key and Mitch Sykes Monday floats and tan then be skimmed install at a new house which since chatter on for nearly 10 years.
Raymonde Saunders decided it
afternoon.
off the surface. The bark is non- is guarded.
R. D. Key visited Taylor Owen toxic to marine life, readily The Bible still says that in was time to take action. He
shilling (12 cents )
Monday night.
available and the expense may be Matthew 19:18 Jesus said, "Thou offered her a
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Gallimore far less than other Chemical or ialt not steal", and Numbers for every 10 minutes she could
and Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon H. nechanical methods of cleaning 32:23 says,"Be sure your sin will keep quiet.
Morris and daughter visited the ip oil spills at sea. Once the bark find you out."
•'She managed for four
Gaylon Morris' Sunday.
and oil mixtuet is collected, We never should advance so far
Mr. and Mrs. Justice Ellis, Mr. much of the spilled oil can even as to leave out the teaching of hours," he said Sunday. "It
cost 24 shillings I$2.28), but it
those unchanging truths.
and Mrs. Wayne Littleton, Mr. be recovered.
was worth it."
Janet
and
McGee
Orvis
ard Mrs.

NORTH FORK
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Hospital Report

Paper Bridge Holds
12,000 Pound Truck

South Must Grow
Whole New Forest

Bark Blots
Spill Spots

r

WASHINGTON (UPIL Quit worrying about the
U. S. Capitol falling down. A new engineering survey'
shows that its sandstone west front—usually referred to as crumbling—is in poor shape and needs
repairs but it isn't about to collapse
The survey, by the New York engineering-architect firm Praeger Kevanaugh Waterbury, temporarily at least stymies plans of congressional lead-rs to
bypass the restoration job by replacing the wall with
a marble one up to 88 feet further west.
Congress had appropriated funds to start planning the 4ur-acre extension but in a compruilus(
settlement with the plan's opponents agreed the
money could not be spent until an alternative
proposal to restore the wall had been -proved unwork-able by an independent engineering Ilttrvey.
Nobody thought the survey would turn out the
way it did. Instead of supporting the extension Wan.
as expected, it found no engineering grounds in
warrant that project, and said the west front co
be restored safely and at one-third of the estimated
845 million cost of the proposed building extension.
. .• —
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Peoples Bank - North Branch

Open Monday-Thursday - 9:00 to 4:00'
Friday - 9:00 to 6:00

* Drive-pp Windows for Your Convenience
* Tellers Facilities at Drive-Up Window and
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KENTUCKY FARMER INVENTS WIRELESS TELEPHONE
Nathan.Stubblefield Raises Vegetables for Market in Order That He.
May Live, But Has for Ten Years Devoted All of His Spare
Time to Electrical Experiments,' Until Now He Has Perfected a Wireless Telephone System Over Which
Messages Are Distinctly Heard at a Mile.

ta Ole tirgelk Ilia attends bareed la ow.
err Ittralltiffa, GM thus Vlismitlems repro.
Mess the islinele IS receivers renal te ewevey them la the Miters. ear. Whet this
apparatus wardateof it haw it peso ha

dems ral
does
t tattit I rata ter tt mew.
IFTItt Iitw"
milli-i7-1PC
temple tarts have proved, In a abort thee,
when my improved and mow powerful ap1
paratus is nnished, I will make ILUOttAt
F
ices. and expect to be able to telephone
several mites Then I setli go to Washington and patent my invention. which will
also be protected to sill countries having
patent laws. I will then, also. seek capital
with which to further develop my discoed
erg.
As to the praotIcabi, y of my twentlen.
oha
dviing
ssea emosi
ciall
.
i"
m for it now Is that it is
of sending simultaneous messages
espablas
test
was
ATHAN STUBBLEFIELD. a Kentucky truck farmer, claims to have dis- and that they are positive the
ouid
ra
ro
bincto:
ng
.t.
staw
conducted without deception of any descrip- from a central disit nristot urutlin
covered telephonitig without wires. At a public exhibition in Murray, Caltion. Them men are accounted among the very erre territory For instance. anyone
loway County. Ky., on Jan. 1. he convinced a thousand people of the truth best In Calloway County. One of them is
the postmaster of Murray, the others are consist merely of a telephone receiver and
claim.
.
.
signaling gong.
The principle on which he works he will not reveal, and guards his secret lawyers, doctors, marchartes and public of- • few feet of wire and a
ficers.
could, upon being signaled by • transmitjealously.
.1n
Ins station ta iiirethington, or nearer. If
•
'la telephoning 'without wires, Stubblefield uses the ordinary telephone trans- By NATHAN STUBBLEFIELD. advisable, be informed of weather neva.
aut a
ankter and receiver, connected with the earth by Insulated wires. The apparatus
HAVEI been working for this ten or My apparatus is capable of sending
el.
as
messageswen as voice
gong signal,
twelve years. he •.,id Long Defers
by means of which vibrations of the electric curent is. produced is concealed in
4414/111/
-.
heard of Marconi's efforts, or the ef- Evtntually It will be usrl for the general
ill1/0.1 about four feet hist" two and one-half feet wide,- and MK and one-half,feet
forts- of others, to solve the problem of transmission of flees of every descripIS
0
0Vthrew-No One but Mr. Stubblefield and his 14-year-old sion.*Burnard, known the the transenispion of messages through apace tion
ia
'entente of 'this, host.
I have as yet devised no method whorebY
without wine, I began to think shout it
..1'
Wherever
with
privacy.
and
wort
can
be
used
for
It
This
It
solution
be
not
the
StubbleAt tfii 'labile test of'
wireless telephony held in Murray, Ky., Mr.
result of an Inspiration or the work of • ther• is • reeelvtng station the signal and
ea
field placed his transmitter In ae-courthouse square. ail% ran two wires from it
minute. It is the climax of the tenor of the message may be heard elmulteneouely.
Into the ground. He established fire "listening" stations in various parts of the years of days and nights of
thaught. of Eventually I. or sorneune, will discover •
ii
am
town, the furthest six blocks distant from the transmitter. 'Then Mr: Stubble- hundreds of hours of experimenting.
rn-thud of tuning the transmitting and rewee.
- •
.
field's son took his'place at the traMMitter and talked in a tone of VOICe such as is
Of counts I worked •Iong the lines all ceiving tratruments no that each will an401121111i..Alliaialla.
Sic
The earth.-the swer only to its :nate.
ordinarilg used in telephoning. Tie talked. whisperld.illhistled and plamet a liii-F--the others are working
I claim for my apparatus that it will
sir, the water, all tive uniserse, as we
monies. Simultaneously everyone at the receivers heard him with reAarkable
know it, is permeated with the remarkable work enmity •• well through Mr and WM
,t1zdt-si
.
distinctness. Add at ,that moment Mr.-Stubblefield -became a prophet with honor fluid which we call electricity, the most ter as it does through the earth. That it
is
wonderful of God's gifts to the world, and mIll convev messages between the land sad
In 'Ms oohs Country.
'
capable of the most inestimable benefit, see. for instance from lighthouses to ships,
•
Is in sny part of the ocean to
For scars from
mysterious "Hell* Can you bear me?" and when it is mastered by man
METREAT, Ky., Jan_ it.
I have been trying to make the bare earth vessels or to their owners on land if ears
ar•
pot
atnnion or the pt ogram of counted
Ay a Matt Oorregpondent of the Sun- lincumei
-.
ray
lei, enhispers, whistling and harmer, do th• work of the wires I know now that carry my transmitters and receivers; 11
day Post-Dirpatch.
I have conquered it The electrical fluid can be used on moving trains so that they
°WEYER undeveloped his sysiern
-Now," said Mr. Stubblefield. who car- that permeates the earth carries the human mey be spoken between rations end thus
may be, Nathan Stubblefield, the ried under hie arm duplicates of the ball- voice, transmitted to it by any •pparatus, prevent accidents. There is no conceivable
•
station in which they may set
..
farmer-Inventor of Kentucky, has tipped steel rods, "I wish you would lead with much more clarity and lucidity than It Position or
way. Go where you will, sink the rods does over wires. I have solved the prob- be used The •Il envelop1ng electricity. UM
assuredly discovered the principle of tele•
cartage,
Insures
medium
of
that
iti.
tti teo the ground and listen for • telephone lem of telephoning without wiriest through
thotting without wires, using only the mes....the earth as Signor Marconi has of mendOf course my system demands treetopAway we went down • wagon tratik, ing sigiutis through space BLit I can also menu which. In turn. demands tIms and earth's sleet:Rai charge for th• trarunniswires
without
telephone
through
space
as
wide
corneal&
A
gate
was
money. But I hare a.mcmplished the feet
glen of the voles from on• distant point to through the
opened lire a tane between the hedge that Mai as through the earth, because my me- I Can te,.ph011• Without wires, • mile et
another.
bordered the field end • dense oak weeds- dlar-Is everrefetemore now, and with more powerful apparToday he gave the Sunday Post-Dispatch We pursued the lane for almet,jpil yards
•tus •rd further develeasuret. everewhere.
HOW I have obtained this result
.
•
• practical dertiOnetratten of hts ablitty to and *struck into the woods. I IMMO:Met 4iliseea, my secret My •pparatus has not The curvature of the earth means nothing
a
;kale.
ib: heart of the ,Moode Ule walked lit yet been patented. In that small box that to me-it erill not deter messages sent by
Illit0 r
!_wmaart
o
...
do this end &Mussed his discovery ,_a
J
you
have
**OA lies the secret of my suc- my
la a ta,,na coons&
frankly :la his era - laterest end gett-pr
•
cess. It is not yet perfect, by any means
shown you what my machine will
raiva
teotion would permit.
"How tar are we trona the house newt" I can now telephone • mile without wires. do through the earth by grounding the
: I drove to Mr. Stubblefield's farm, abOut I asked.
When the larger apparatus, on which I am wires. I will say that It is not absolutely
aftift.4.....t •
--.. "Abilut • relic" Stubblefield answered. now working. Is finished I will demonstrate necessary to ground the wires. I can send
• Miles from idurray, and was received
"Place the reds where you will and listen that messages cart be sent much further- 'menages with one attre'ln the ground, the
the Usual hospitality of Kentucky. for
. as •
a telephone message.how far I cannot say. The system can be other in the air, or with no wires at all.
.
.
ously Mr. Stubblati•id had never parI took the tour rods front Stubblefield. developed until Milatif•111 by voice can be In fact my first rid erode •spwrissenis
ted • newspaper certespondent to ap- Each pair of rode was joined by an ordi- sent and heard all over the country. to were made without ground wire*. I have
. .
. .
house nearer than the road that nary insulated wire about XI fee* long. In Europa, all over the world. There is noth- Sent messages by means of a cumbersoniV
.
the center of which Was•small round tele- ing to stop it The world is its limits. "flits and incomplete machine through a brick
before it. so Jealously ties he guarded
,
phone receiver.
; , ,,, e
.
may seem like boasting. It Is not. It is• well and several oth,:r waila of lath ar.d
workshop to which lala experiments were
Two by two the rods were sunk In the Mot_
plaster without wires of any description.
He has worked for ten years to ground, about half their length, the wire*
Beneath the surface of the
aarih. as The present method of grounding wtros
- 1
c.._
r an apparatus by which he could between them hanging lobelia% and With •bovis It, there is •lectrietty, No one knows merely insures (tester power in tranernisplenty of play I placed • receiver at each bow dry It extends or hew high it goer sion.
• •cs• UM use of wires in telephoning,
ear and waited In a few rnerisents came
which tIm• be has become a tech- the signaling "bows," and be voice of StubMoots-icier, of.hig,ti order, g• has blefield's eon saying, ••Helloi Can you bear
is tonoti with all on. radial else- me? Now I will rant ten. eta" Ha snits
through the program heard at the station
end Is familiar with every importin the cornfield. Tao volM was quite es
Illsoovery its the field of electricity. Nat- clear and dlertinct as it was sas yards from
he hoe been a Glom observer of the th• transmitting station.
i
Stubblefield leaned agars*• tree, saying
of Marconi.
"Elettors speaking of my discovery," said nothing, his arms folded. but with • look
fitublefielti, "I desire to @how you my of triumph on his taloa Th• deep silence
' apparatus and give you convincing proof of Of the wools made the mysterious vale,
Its a.billty to perform what I claim for It, with its message from • mile or more away.
The transmission of the voice, without received by no visible meens, seem eerie.
Perhaps a book on my face prompted StubWires."
He led the Ivey to • tiny workshop built blefield to ear
onto the porch on the front of his house. "It makes use feel queer myself when I
It Ism lust wide enough to hold the trans. hear that voice cease out of the ground, as
Dallier, which stood before the window, and often as I have heard it In our eaperi.
a chair Otte •nd of the room was gken Rents."'
The coda were moved here mill there but
Up to she:, es laden With technical books
always the message came At Intervale
on electricity.
for
an hour or more the boy at the house
The transmitting apparatus Is concealed
in the box before described, Two wires of - menet*. over and aver again the morale
the thickness of•lead pencil coil from Its Into the transmitter In obedience to his
corner.. end disappear through the wall of father's request and the domande et the
the room, and enter the ground outside. On test.
top of the box le an ordinaiy telephoner On the way back to the berrAi through
transmitter and a telophose switch. This the wood and field Stubblefield told et his
I. the machine through whie.h the voice of discovery. He bears the stamp of genius.
th• sender is pasatil into the, ground to be He It a mime.- He hue the thoughtful,
transmitted by, the earth's electrical waves •bsent air. He is eccentric, HI' neighbors
None
to the ear of this person oho has •n instru- shun him, while they respect him
ment capable of receiving and reproducing ever' Intrudes upon his privaey-they knew
well that _inch intrusion means a rebuff
I t.
The son of Mr. Stubblefield was left at the long to be remembered, rue little town of
Murray is Lull of stories of hladceentriel.
a.
house to mend the m •
We went Into the ectintield back of the use, which, possibly, are the growth of
horse rive hundred yards sway we.came slot understanding • man whom Meals were
to the experimental station the Inventor far beyond those of th• neighborhood.
he. used tor treveral months In sinking eat Where once they toughed at him and called
Subs wirelesig telephony theory. It Is a der hiss a crank. now they look up to him with
goods box fastened to the top of is' stump. nine- He has done sorwthing
" Stubblefield ist,era render and of the well A Ma TO shed the rain has born placid
taped
It: eneiside-te hinged lur is door, and to-do farmer type, but fer above It men.
.
0
0
.
d with tit
,iirtht„4 en. hi,,sh tally. For • livelihood he grows fruit-and
Wire.
the beet In his section. Ills melons •re
*Idea run into it and Are etrcited to Pali
said to he dreamy of deliciousness. Ile
of telvphon• rCcelkeret. The box wee built
patch with *M
pro.
and
weathcr,
wires,
ass
as•shelter from the
which
r"
:-°117
hct.nih
is
ioune•
to him the presence of in to the receiversdi I Mob a Mat la tr"
inlers.
Like
other
Kentunklans
he
tousles
the box and Mr. Eitublfleneld" shouted • how to use •
shotgun His melon patch and
-"hello" to the house, Thai was the signal hie orchard •re, therefore,
not often mato hie son to begin sending maaaaa
lee ted.
I placed the receiver to my earumind lisIt. comfit trent • family distinguished
tened. Presently there came with rarer...vend
spasmodic in Ma losiantY, Hte-- rather wee a lawyer,
dinery
distInctnerldi
=Awns*toren/tit*.111 that part of Keltfiridilisi
burins*, then stole. lir hirlt
'
t mooing rich. His brothers erh me,
hear me! Now t will an
"liellol Cart
chants,- wen eff, as the laying ta.
owl
Scotmt ten. One-tw0-t hree-four-five-elx Milers in the
community. but Nathan
Did yen hear
1--seven-elaht-nlise-ten.
fitsitiblefleldis• man aloof. He cares only
whisper."
--INVENTOR .
'that/ Now I wilt
3TUBBLEFIELD
tor hie henite.;,his family and-electricity
I beard as clearly as if the speaker were Ho educates lide
Children in person and,
enly across • 12-toot room the ten truiner- after rein( that
hisS family is well Pro%
Ws whispered.
vided for, sprees the remainder of hie
"Now I will whistle.' said the vides
substance In essence, texPerimenta
whismore the tunnies*
Por • minute
ibis eon, Deward B. etubbleneld. 14 years
tle of a bey was conveyed to the listener's
at age, has foe (Sur years been his fathers
ern.
As on. throws a pebble late• pond and agSeveral rears ego / Invented a• earth clock and other small piece of
sele
asnistant. Moja la.rillimarknble boy.
machinery with the motor The earth • electrical cur- soon as I yet the peeper &amoral hadlonlik
"I am going to play the Vistroth-organ
itates it into circles that grow and extend mil which derived enough electrical Merge or Ong • large gong. This earth rail can
His rather is.. been Me *sly educator, end
rents supplied the power
which I am now looking few. I Mil Plnilline
pow." said the voleci'
te every edge. TM apparatus that I have from the eurreeneine eource to run • be greatly magnified. Its discovery was
reads
the
lad
la
The expense of my wirers,' telephony ap- to develop* sty serum I ma Met MM.
now
an
expert
and
electrician
Immediately cause the strains of • har!mewed agitates the elfttriesMurd lii 111. Mall Motor continuously for two months the beginning of my experiments with
wire- paratus swill not be great-not greater than phone a mile et more Mthival drink 11111
Monica played without melody, but the arrow works on electricity •n4 tecknioal earth. Ti.. ere* projected Into my trans- and six dere without being
touched. Them less telephony. Tile earth cell was merely that used for ordinary telephoning. minus
eloctrital journals with the same sect that
the expansion of my system is
fasten were clear end unmistakable
mitter agitates Sr vibrates the" electricity was enough energy la the motor to rue • buried in the ground and connected
by WWII, the present enormous cost of wiring. As limit
"I rill now repeat the program,- said the nther boys read atria of tram, and adventhrea. Ills father says of the boy that
.
voice. and It dbl.
Meanwhile Mr. Stubblefield paced beck he would be able to carry out and finish his
and forth some distance from the @tattoos. system of wireless talography should the
sailing occasionally. "Is he talking to your' father Mu an closely has be bees &Med
VIM • renew trip ME net separate Anxious to provide the royal train with communicate
with trvery step in Its Maosvery and deIS which I nodded reply,
with mak ether rut mall, as came tate view 'Meer the telephoto* wee
The testerimelet that will Is mud wa
tee terealleth enetiter-bweirieste mew overt eoo,f.rownce, the officials of the Cana- though In theta *tame at the
A. examtnetten of the *term showed yeleuterwor
central eta- Mot introduced A *Mrslar-pereed to Mao* trate terraria -assettee
4111101-11111111- 11111
from hie office Al are is his firing dian Pueifie Railroad Installed a teMplsom
of
firit
dishis
rtirbt
In *MOM prateet
_
that the wires leading from the remitters
home or *aim at a critical rage of seer familiar one, The dl
is IS "IP
terminated at steel tods. earls of which Was covery In the absence of a patent Stab- Pullman he will be Mile 5 alreict his sub- tonics from car to car, so that the duke or
Improving still further ea this Idea. the occurrence Sr deal may Proceed to the come 1,s
telephenkag
from
ear islink di
tee described his Invention M a doe- ordinates as etectually as it he oat at his &eche= could 'pre to any member of the enterprising officials of the Chicago • railroad
tapped with a hollow nickel-plated ball of
statism with his mind at me.. • moving tra.n. is that the treallgillidi
ef
has
flied
with
the
deft
&eels
train
was
urneet
which
he
the
which
was
an
inverted
metal
suits
while
marled
without
Orem below
Northwesters Rallroad have placed isle- Th• simple insertion of • rug In the the vibration
drowse the imealemIn MOW
A ,pew development of that maws' of the mowerit, efsalltag the souther from pewees en their beet trains, se
imp. The wire entre thst bait •t the tow Calloway Cooney Tala demment is mewed
arrengtng switchboard of the telephone company •t Thee elliticeit, hoe Men
efferhellia
D. wiedleira marvenn-the telephone-win maks ar.other car
aka to attached 'to the red. TM' rod Is by the teettmene at 5. C.
them that +Ms the train arrived •t • the first station reached will place him In
cernetructitre et a eitatlemed whammies min
thrust Into the ground two-thirds of Its Thompson, James H. Cele, James Coleman the papelble It be now Ming •daptel td
The same idea was utilised with siscorre largo station it would he pomible to connect instant telephonle communication with
his
meaner
width
me
be
heap
we Mt ire Olt
length Amother test was maite after the & Higslas, Cruise Jett's, 0. T. Hale and the was of railway cars, se that whether daring the recent teen of the official" of the Main with any telephone in that par- family or •freta force
Or ear when net In use, and WWI aide
reds had bean drawn from the ground awl Verses Myths, who demean test they have mere, at rearing the train will, et all the penwylvente Railroad over the ,y.. noels: city, en nee that matter with the
Tba
train
equipped
with
the
telephone
bodily
when
required
teir permam
tarsier tate lt agate at • spot chosen Mie- esarbeed his agermiltmo and that It Per- tiara, he whirrs call of the rest of the tam of that company: telephone wires ratite coatinent
eyeless, that is to he the feature of all
feting Uri Wird
hard* by the carremeadent Agate the formed ad the reenter siniate tee It; that were. Ilitridleatty this welcome innovation were ton from tbs directors' OBI te that
Such • vest Inspreventant to oral long np-in-date male service in the sear
(store.
th• ism" Uwe la
"hole renal wee seeds isr Inahriedeid. they reerwaill emispheme ammeadmi her is dies is the Duke of Cornwall and Tart, occupied tor the loweltiont. Br. Csastatt *wane* eswersualcsumus epees •
1111
deli of MD become the bearer Metall sere while ear mere melee rpm
venom final II 41
Owl afar a tew Nermeeeir sow came the eseples diellamese wtthsest the all er Mire& who remains pamett thresher Canada. enabling the members ef the party to lesetaidiatties alseent ea Wire as that
whisk en tyre ter direst petals
lonleging.
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NAT,HAli STUBBLEFIELD NAD HIS SOli AT Ti-F2_,:WIRELE5,5
TELE.FmoNE. Itt5TI- utiEt1T IN THI. INVE.I1Tol:S HOME.

ts.

CAittiltiO' WIRELESS MESSAGES A Mll,E BAcK
-1‘I IF. WOOD OH THE STUBBLEFIELD FARM.

RECEIVING .MESSAGES AT
THE STATIOW 500 YARDS FROM NIS HOu_SE.

TELEPHONtSON PASSENGER TRAINS---A NEW CONVENIENCE Of TRAVEL
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Placement Rate For Job
Corps center Is Up 5%

TUESDAY-JANUARY 12, 1971

Till- LEEK,'ER di TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Hospital Report

pAqE NIN1

Special License Plates For Handicapped Persons

,
January 6, 1971
7 ADULTS 97
NURSERY 3
MORGANFIELD, Ky.-The percent were placed, 74 percent
vehicles leased
Operating
By Dave Thompson
placement rate for Job Corps in fobs.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
A) February 1 ia t due
This column of. questions and answers on federal
through the Veterans AdState News Bureau
Noncompleters who spent 90
date for the Emu yer's
enrollees in fiscal year 1970 was
Baby fØ Jones ( Mrs. Brenda
fax
ministration,
will
be
issued
red
matters
is
provided
office
of
the
U.S.
by the local
Quarterly Tax Return for
increased by five percent over days or more in Job Corps had ,a Jones)Jfkg 1, Dexter.
Household Employees for
FRANKFORT, Ky.- d hale background plates with
Internal Revetrue-5crvice and is published as a public
the previous year, Secretary of *cement rate of 82 percent, 65
October, November and DeKentucky's traditional white and white numerals and lettering.
Labor J. D. Hodgson announced percent in employment, For nonservice to taxpayers. The column answers questions
DISMISSALS
cember.
completers with less than 90 'Mrs. Vickie Hughes and Baby blue license plates will add a new Letters at the bottom of the plate
today.
most .frequently asked-by taxpayers.
signify a handicapped
By law, the Labor Depart- days,the rate was only 73 percent Boy, Rt. 7, Murray; Terry color in 1971 for handicapped will
veteran is operating the car.
ment's
Manpower
Ad- Including 55 percent in em- Barnett, Box 23, Hardin; Joe Hal persons.
at least 39 weeks during the
4:4) Can a child born before
Other handicapped persons will
Q.) If someone dies during
counts
as ployment.
ministration
Spann, 1204 E. Dogwood, Handicapped veterans
the end of the year be claim12 montlut following the
the year,' does an income tax
be issued plates with the blue
Job Corps is a comprehensive Murray; Mrs. Annis
*cements Job Corps men and
ed as a dependent for the
Thompson,
move.
return have to be filed if
background and white numerals.
women who are placed in jobs, in manpower program for disad- Rt. 4, Murray; Jay Futrell, Jr.,
whole year?
.tr,
.
For details, send a postthere was any income or
Preceding
the
numbers
on
the
school, or in the Armed Forces. vantaged youths aged 16-21. The 501 N. 7th, Murray; Mrs. Winnie
card to your IRS district ofearnings?
A) Yes, as long as the deplate will be a half moon insignia
fice and ask for • copy of
Of 43,199'.placement records Labor Department operates 57 Kline, Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs. 011ie
pendency
tests
are
met
for
At Yes, the same general
with a person sitting in the wheel
Publication 521; Tax Inforby
Job
Corps residential centers around the Barrow, Westview Nursing Home
received
the balance of the tax year
tax filing requirements apmation
on
Moving
Expenses.
chair.
country
providing
intensive
headquarters in the fiscal year
S. 16th, Murray; Mrs. Myrtie
in which the child was born.
ply to taxpayers who are
The red, white and blue plates
ended June 1970, men and women vocational training, basic Gilbert, 1610 Farmer Ave.,
deceased. There are special
•
cost
$1
while the other hanavailable for placement num- education, counseling, and a Murray; Herbert Todd (exprovisions, however. For de44),I didn't pay any estididnh
lehr:
a
e eD
aojes
ob wthheant
olved
.
Q)
cliCapped-person.'' plates are
variety of supportive services for pired), Rt. 6, Murray;
tails, send a post card to
bered 37,993 188 percent).
mated tax this. year'ind now
James
$12.50.
your local IRS office and ask
Of the available group, 81 more than 40,000 young men and Watkins (expired), 409 S. 8th,
I find I'm way,underwithheldi
mean I won't be elide to defga a copy of Pablieation
Special parking privileges will
women each year.
sltoetd
,
percent were placed:
duct
my
movingc
Costs?
T
i
v
n
g
Murray; Mrs. Fannie Griffin
By Marva Hey.
669, Federal• Tax Guide for
be in effect throughout Kentucky
Youths selected for Job Corps (expired Rt. 1, Almo.
-65 percent in employment, up
Survivors, Executors and
A)
You
Writer
may
A)
Special
be
Filean
able
estimated
tax
to
persons
operating
for
or
ocare
those living in adverse social
4 percentage points over the
Administrators; It's free.
deduct your moving expenses
declaration,
Form
1040ES,
cupying
vehicles
with
special
and physical environments which
year.
if you meet certain requireas soon Itj possible and pay
FRANKFORT,
Ky.-From
the
plates. The vehicle can be parked
-11 percent in school, up 2 are retarding their potential for
ments. In fact, anyone movwhatever should haveheart of Kentucky to the wilds of two hours
in excess, of the
ing to accept a new job as
percentage points over the year. employment and education. For
pail by this date. This will
Q) What's the filing date •
student
and
teacher
Montana,
225
allotted
time.
well as someone transferred
reduce the penalty fqr un-5 percent in the Armed this target group, Job Corps
for farmers next year?
request for air pollution in- This regulation is effective only
to a new location by his presderpayment of estimated tair.
Forces, down one percentage centers provide a wholesome
ent employer may qualify.
formation were forwarded to the in legal parking spaces and does
Form 1040ES -arid instrucA) April 15. However, ,
residential setting conductive to
point.
The first requirement is
tions may be obtained from
Kentucky Air Pollution Control not apply where parking is
farmers who do not file esThe 81 percent placement rite study and self development.-f•-•'
that your new place of emany IRS office.
timated tax declarations by
Commission (KAPCC).
prohibited.
Corps members benefit from
represents an increase of five
ployment be at least 50 miles
January i5 should file their .
NEW YORK (UPI) -The Spurred by a national debate License plate sales began
and
personal
percent from the previous year's vocational
farther from your old home
-1970 returns and pay the tax
contest,
cards
and
a
statewide
Monday
over
most
of
the
state
again
has
market
once
than
guidance, health care, super- stock
your previous job was.
rate.
Q) What's the deadline for
due by March 1, to avoid
The second requirement is
reporting the social security.
possible penalties for underThe 19 percent of available vised recreation, and related adopted "the principal of and letters ( from the scribbled although many counties reserved
handwriting
of
a
second-grader
that
you be a full-time emplates during late 1970. Deadline
tax I withhold for my clean-payment of estimated income
enrollees who were not placed facilities as well as receiving hope," Wright Investors' Serployee
on
your new job for
ing woman'
tax.
within three months after leaving monthly living and readjustment vice says. The service says 1970 to the detailed queries of a for purchasing plates is March 1.
"skepticism" will be replaced graduate student) have been
the Job Corps include 8 percent allowances.
viminimmilmfflummweitimmummumwmnummiummomoommimmmunommommmommtommummmommommummumiumumummummmumumunimmtimmoimmo
who were still seeking em- The Job Corps was transferred by 1971 "enthusiasm" and it pouring in during the past four
market
will months. Pamphlets and letters
ployment and 11 percent who from the Office of Economic predicts the
were no longer seeking jobs or Opportunity to the Manpower "continue onwards and upwards are sent in answer.
school opportunities and had Administration in July, 1969. The to end the year by knocking at Out-of-state students seek
withdrawn from the labor farce. Manpower Administration is tlx the door of the old 1966 high arguments to help them win this
The remaining 5,205 ( out of the training, work experience, job (Dow Jones Industrial Average: year's high school debate,
Questions asked revolve around
'43,198) not available for placement, technical assistance, 965)."
the topic: "Resolved, that the
placement include those who are unemployment insurance, and
Richard Metcalf said "very few reFavorable economic forecasts federal government should
ill, deceased or, in the case of manpower research arm of the
quests are turned down."
COLUMBUS:
To
an
Ohio
State
Uniestablish,
finance
and
administer
are providing a good environwomen, who are taking care of Labor Department.
The judge explained the determining
versity freshman from near Athens,
ment for. the market but the programs to control air and
their family in order that
factor will be the sincerity of the appliwho wants to change his name to Jesus
wise investor should be on water pollution in the United
cant.
someone else may work.
Christ, "everything is beautiful to me
except this corrupt world."
guard "against excessive opti, States."
Secretary Hodgson pointed out
WHO IS THE MAN who wants to be
that Corps members who ampThe highest mountain in mism," Bache & Co. says. The Kentuckians also channeled the
known as Jesus Christ?
Jonnie
Ray
Dupler,
tie
is
who
took_
Materialthey'received
the
intopleted their training had a much &uith America *Aconcagua, a company etpects - 42111litet-rto
the first step yesterday to change his- - He admits be is out on bond resulting
of peak in western start the year "on a • geed- note" /970 Con&ervation:Essay-Mteet
_from a narcotics arrest, but swears he
better chance of placement than 22-B344oname.
- has never taken drug. in his life.
but it cautions quarterly gains sponsored by The Courierthose who dropped out. Of those .Argentina.
DUPLER, who comes from Buchtel. •
Dupler admitted that he smokes marimay "show a somewhat slower Journal and The Louisville
who ( mpleted training, 88
O., has purchased an ad in the Daily
juana. "God told me to," he explained.
rJ
rate ,of advance as the year Times. Winners will be anReporter, the journal of record of the
He also has sold narcotics.
ivears on (and) the market nounced Jan. 15 in Louisville.-legal profession and 30 days after the
"My getting involved with these peoad appears, will submit proof of pubMay retrace some of its gain
ple (drug users and drug sellers) was
lication to the Franklin County Probate
part of a plan to get at the source of
by the turn of the first
JONNIE RAY DUPLER
Court
drug traffic and shut it off," he says.
,quarter."
A
hearing
will
The
odds
be held.
"It was God who told me to change
TVX6141.;..14101W41) kefluand
are with Dupler that be will secure the
my name .. .everything I do and say,
furniture
ans the main
'
The consensus has suggested of
\oral carolina.
products
name change. Probate Court Judge
he tells me to do."
that the current advance would
111“1111411111 mmaMWOMMMWMIlMilwmoeolwmmommitpwmaMilMMWMMWMMMOMOMMINOWNWMMWMUMSM611MMOMUMSMMISMIIMOMMUMWMTIUMUINUMOUMMMIIMMIIMM
"get into trouble" somewhere
WitHazi4GTON, D. C.--The "II all the public talkers really in the 840-880-level .on the Dow
privet,airplane and the camera mean what they say,- Karant and W. E. Hutton & Co. agrees.
will be brought into the bat6 states in his editorial, "lair* The company says "a less
against air pollution. More than anyone can help them more than bullish nearby expectation
158,000 pilotswbo are members of AOPA members going about should
entertained
by
be
• - the Aircraft Owners and Pilots their daily flights. We've been traders." The firm says. the
Association, are being asked to saying for years that the small Dow could slide back to around
photograph from the air serious airplane is the ideal platform the 800 level before the end of
air polluters and to send prints or from which to spot polluters."
February but adds "such a
e•O
of these photos to local or
Karant urges every AOPA setback, as we see it, would be
national
pollution
control member to take a camera along healthy rather than disastroua."
authorities.
on flights and to photograph the
plumes of smoke, record the date
Although 1971 will not be a
"No one is more vividly aware and time, and send the boom year, the recovery in
of air pollution than the airplane documents to local authorities. profits and spreading investor
pilot," says Max Karant, senior "If they don't do anything, send it confidence should make the
vice president of AOPA, who to AOPA, and
we'll see that the year an enjoyable one for
prepared the editorial which will appropriate federal office gets investors," according to the
of
the
January
issue
the
appear in
it."
Indicator Digest However, the
association's magazine.
Karant stressed that the AOPA newsletter says the "recent
"Long before such terms as pollution plito program is not binge makes it highly drobable
'ecology' and 'protecting the aimed at "going after" any that a short-term hangover will
environment' became popular," specific industry or polluter. "I materialize early in the new
Karant states, "air pollution was am
confident," he added, "that year."
a serious concern and a problem many industry people aren't fully
for the airman."
aware how much area is affected
"We can Lake off and in a few by just one smoke stack and that
rn,ornents be in clear, clean air when they see documented proof
Adult king* cobra snakeand look down at the blanket of from above they will be more
dirt in which we live. From the eager to take corrective comnipply WaSU re IS or more
feet.
airplane we can see belching
* **
stacks and watch the trail of The article on pollution photos
pollution spread over miles of is the lead editorial in the
Mori: than 52 million visicities and countryside,"
January issue of the PILOT tors have asiteded the WashingIt is this bird's eye view of which will be delivered to AOPA ton Monument since it was
pollution that AOPA hopes to members about the 10th oA opened to the public in 1888.
harness in a nationwide program. January.

Pollution
Information
Being Sought

Wall Street
Chatter

II mel
`God told

OSU student seeks to change nam-e* to Jesus Christ

Private Flyers Urged To j
Photograph Air Polluters

ATTENTION FARMERS!!
The Chant of the Tobacco Auctioneer Is Here!
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HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION
ADVISORY BOARDrerliatptiocit -&—Mr. 14/.17"."BOb" Perry
304 E. Main

Phone 753-7921
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Phone 753-M
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OFFICIALS': Bruce Thoma.s,.Mgr.; Bobby Grogan & Helen Foley
McGovern, D-S.D.; talks to reporters
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE--Sen. George
in Washington about the "fairly accurate" aisumptiort that he will announce for the Dopcir atir presidential- siornination. 11_11iit makes "fairly accurate" ever more.'
"faintly accurate is Gary Warren With that big bunch of big McGovern buttons.
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THE COLLEGE SHOP

Contrary to public opinion, a
and misuse.
minority-5 per cent-of
small
By Manna Columbus
education
The national alcohol
and problem
alcoholics
the
State News Bureau
campaign aims to place inFRANKFORT, KY.-In an creased emphasis on alcoholism drinkers in the United States re of
stereotype.
skid-row
10 x 40 ELEC ItIC trailer, two
effort to alert the public to the as a treatable illness and at- the
housewives
people,
Professional
in
abuse
alcohol
bedroom, air conditioned,
seriousness of
tempts to educate the public in
walking distance of college.
' the United States, the National the prevention and rehabilitation and average citizens constitute
Alcoholism of alcoholism and related the majority of alcoholics in toe
on
875.00, water furnished. Cali 753-,
Council
States, remaining
United
as National problems.
•
.
January
1203.
J12C
proclaimed
Alcoholism Information Month. The Office of Alcoholism, unobtrusive, and virtually
In a similar attempt to focus on Department of Mental Health, "hidden," from care-givers
NICE FURNISHED apartment
magnitude of alcohol abuse has encouraged the 21 Com- concerned with alcohol problems. 414
the
753-4669
Phone
205 So. 5th
for three or four girls. Phone 753alcohol problems in the prehensive Community Mental Mrs. Margaret M. Long, R.N.,
and
5:00
after
753-5108
or
7381 days
States, Congress passed Health Centers throughout the director, Office of Alcoholism,
United
J16C
p.m.
(Dec. 18) and President Nixon commonwealth to further their Department of Mental Health,
SERVICES OFFERED
signed ' the Comprehensive educational efforts concerning said the bill will supplement
FURNISHED APARTMENT for
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism alcohol abuse within each region. funds for state alcohol abuse
Also
three or four college boys.
EXPERIENCED MAN wants full
Treatment and The goal of the state Office of programs. It will provide funds
Prevention,
nice private rooms with cooking
Phone 492-8699.
work.
body
time
Rehabilitation Act of 1970, Alcoholism is to localize the for the establishment of new
facilities. Phone 753-7381 days or
J14C
to supplement state national education effort by programs needed at the state and
designed
J16C
753-5108 after 5:00 p.m.
funds needed to deal more developing
abuse local level, and financial
alcohol
fol. the education and
abuse
alcohol
with
adequately
RESPONSIBLE, VERSATILE,
material fitting for each center's assistance
training of professional careROOMS FOR Girls. 1626 large background in all phases of,,,
region.
teachers and lay
Hamilton,two blocks off campus. plant mfg. supervision, mainPresently, the United States givers,
Answer jo Saturday's Puzzle
citizens."
Kitchen facilities. Come by or tenance etc. Enjoy meeting Crossword Puzzle
has more alcoholics than any
JI3P
•
020M ROOM BOO other nation. Additionally, However, Mrs. Long notes,
call 753-9279.
5 Compass
ACROSS
people, excellent references. Any
OOMMiiin
GOMM
point
abuse problems are
type work constdered. E.M.
alcoholism has become one of "Alcohol
6 Higher
Hebrew month
MB OMOO MOM
the past, we've
In
growing.
NICE Broom dorm. Suitable for Gustafson, 247-3720 Puryear. 51 Cease
7 Poems
00 ONDO ROOM three leading health and social
8 Edible seed
9 Dry, as wine
10 to 16 girls. Large kitchen, Route 2, Buchanan,Tenn.,
mainly ignored the symptoms of
0130
1111002
States,
00=0
United
the
in
problems
9 Vapor
12 Mine vem
plenty of bathroom space. Ideal 38222.
ORO= OPOU UM following heart disease and this major health and social
J13P 13 Walk in water
.10 Organs of
hearing
MIMEO OMOMMO
14 Chinese
problem; but with the new focus
for Sorority group. Phone 75311 Crate
pagoda
EINC111 1-40100121 cancer.
7381 Days or 7534108 after 5. J13C
on alcohol problems generated by
Man's
16
designed
Depart
15
is
Bill
Alcohol
to
The
MMMO
MOB
odd
DUO
REPAIRING,
GENERAL
nickname
congressional bill and the
17 Chiefs
MOM EOM= NM
bring public attention to this the
jobs, painting. Phone 435-5802.
19 Commemorative 18 Transaction
education campaign, a
January
0181
GOMM
WOO
poplar
White
20
en"
APARTMENT for girls, electric
disks
"hidden" disease-"hidd
J14P
moo
nom
Rant
awareness and un22
mom
growing
Comfort
21
heat, air conditioner, private
of the 7-10
23 Pitcher
.
22 Actual
MOW DOOM COMM because 75 per cent
of
entrance, 1603 College Farm
12
25 Country of
the country derstanding of the problems
in
24 Exist
alcoholics
million
WILL DO baby sitting in my 25 Getaway (slang)
be furthered."
can
Asia
abuse
alcohol
Road. Call 753-2377.
public.
the
J12C home for
by
are not seen
45 Symbol for
39 Lubricated
small child up to 3 years 26 Beard of grain 27 Cavern

MOTOROLA - COLOR TV
MOTOROLA - BLACK & WHITE TV
MOTOROLA - STEREOS
MOTOROLA - RADIOt
We Service all major Brands TVs, Stereos, Radios

FOR SALE

J14C
AKC REGISTERED German AKC REGISTERED Beagles.
Shepard puppies, white, 7 two Three months old. Phone 753J14C
months old, 1 nine months old. 3340
Call 753-1461 or see Howard Bucy.
J12C
NOTICE
64 MONARCH Mobile Home, 55
X10. Fully carpeted, electric
heat,like new.Phone 753113C
4100.
FENDER SOLID State Amp.
under warranty. 3-12 inch J.B.
AiLiansing speakers. Phone 753-2863
J13C
offer 5:00 p.m.
PUPPIES, HALF Chihuahua, 6
weeks old. Also Sienese cat.
Make wonderful pets. Phone 753J12C
3110.
REGULAR SERVICE station
cash register. Registers gallons,
items and cash sales. Phone 753J12C
9091.
WOOD-Call Johnny Underwood
.J12P
492-8695 after 4 p.m.
AKC REGISTERED Irish Setter
puppies. Phone 901-247-3784. J12P

12x50 TWO bedroom trailer,
central heat-air, on private lot.
Available January 15. Call Ben
Nix 753-3785 after six p.m:.- J14C

HELP WANTED
. \,
'

27 Breakfast
food
29 Compass point
31 Obtain
32 Man's nickname
39 Negative
34 Music:
as written
35 Teutonic
deity
36 Avoids
38 Vehicle
39 Number
40 Faroe Wands
whirlwind
41 Mend with
--- cotton

TRAILER LOT, on Pottertown CAREER POSITION: salary 42 slibcine „
J14C $540.00 month plus commission."Deadly
road. Phone 753-3629.
ousntains
T"
Insurance Trainees; cOMpany LI j
•
South America
THREE ROOM suite of offices. will pay agency fee. Industrial
Central heat and air, paneled and Production foreman; salary! 51 eekke
all carpeted. Plenty of free $650.00 month. Experienced itfjoGirili..rk: bird
parking. Phone 753-714 betreen secretary; shorthand required'
,e, 55 Man's nickname
1TC salary open. Jobs Unlinnted .56 The caw's..
8:00a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
Employment Agency, 1627:1- 57 Girl's came
111
owN
TWO BEDROOM apartment. Broadway, PaducatiNCy.. fdionei
J13C -'
Utilities furnished. Phone 382- 442-8161.
, 1 Everyone
2299
J14C
2 Female deer
of

We will furnish
and completely install
3 full rooms or up to
360 sq. ft. of 100 percent
nylon carpet with tackless
installation over.heavy
duty sponge padding
for the total price of

$169.00
Budget terms arranged
For Free Home
Demonstration
Day oil Night
CALL COLLECT
901-424-7340
Carpet Mfg. Outlet
of
Jackson,
.Tetin
•

FURNISHED CABIN for rent ,at
Pine Bluff Shores. Phone 753J14P
$087,after 6:00 p.m.
PRIVATE OR 3%141-Private
rooms for girl:Tentral hekt and
air 6onditioning. Private en1630
trance and kitchen
Hamilton. Phone 753-2668 after
J18C
5:30p.m.
HOUSE TRAILER 10 x 50 with
electric heat and air conditioning. Phone 753-7853 or 7536=1.
J15NC

WEIMARANER PUPPIES, one
male and one female. Phone 753J14C
.4447.
LOST & FOUND
POUND: BROWN and white
male Collie puppy about three
months old with brown collar.
Contact 409 North 5th, Apartment
J14P
A.

tantalum
47 Afternoon
Party
49 Sea eagle
SO Nahoor
sheep
53 Diphthong

t.•
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FREE PICK-UP and delivery ,
with -all major repair during
January. Billington Forsee
J14g,
rractor Co., Inc.

re•

PLOW IT YOURSELF - Andover, Ohio, inventor Max
Firestone, 62, stands next to the snowplow he designed
to fasten on the front bumper of passenger cars in 10
seconds. The adjustable blade can clear six inches of
snow from a 250-foot driveway in three minutes.
FIRST HE'S 60046 'TO HAVE
TO GAIN A LITTLE WEIGHT...

4 atO 'Mt( TO CATCH
:
41.
E5 ON HIS 1ON6UE
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Nancy
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IT MUST BE ENORMOUS--I CAN'T GET HIM TROUGH
THE HOLE
I'LL GET
A SAW

ALkit,
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FOR RENT

SPARTAN WALKTEalkl
ITC
11040,Phone 753-6555
ermtEE CITIZEN bowl Imam
J14C
Ram nia-imm

-

"laa 4.,1005TOCK
FURNACE INSTALLER, Sheet
15 JUST LHEE
E) 0
,
0.-•LITT_L
metal worker, full time, ex.
perience preferred. Contact
Tinsley Heating and ,Air Conditioning, Murray, Ky.,753-4857.
J12C

ATE FOR SALE
TO BUY: set of used- REA
Enciclopedia World Books.
Phone 435-4152.
.114p, ACRE FARM -near,town. Has
SALE
AUTOS FOR
401 48 pole barn and large pond.
25 to 50 acres, must be accessible Mostly under geed fence. Im-'
SAWDUST AND slabs delivered.
and contain good building site. mediate possession. Call owner
Phone 489-3821 or 489-4335. J14C
1963 FORD Fairlade, manual Improvements
not 753-2532 days or 753-3953 nights
are
J14C
shift, good mechanical condition. necessary.lf you want to sell and
FRIGIDAIRE
J14P your price is reasonable please
REFRIGERATOR, also one set Phone 489-3311.
write fully giving location etc. ABOU'l 250 Acres of land on both
of bed springs. Phone 753-5244
J14P 1968 GTO, 4 speed, vinyl top, To: P.O. Box 1245, Paducah, Ky. sides pf good road. Priced
after 12:00 noon.
factory mags,excellent conditon, 42001
J13C reasonably. Phone 753-2532 days
Phone 753-9695 after 5:00
J14G
$1600.00.
or 753-3553 nights. •
fully
home,
MOBILE
10 x 55
J14P WANT TO buy electric trains
carpeted, furnished, air con- Pm.
American Flyer or Lionel, any
ditioned, underpenned, antenna,
FORMER TV SERVICE
age or cOndition. Phone 753-2707
sell,
Must
gas.
natural
J29NC
CENTER BUILDING
KT,
maroon,
Murray,
GT,
FIARLANE
7531966
Oaks,
graduating. 14A Shady
on South 4th Street.
J18P oft white interior, 390 engine in
9519
tires. WANT TO iitty; logs and standing
Including: Sauna bath,
excellent shape Good
TV display room, offices and
Clark
lumber
Also
sale
have
fOr
timber.
101
t
a
See
sell.
Priced to
;MEP CARPETS beautiful
for in- and sawdust -Murray'Saw Mill lots* parking space.
Street or phone. 753-4572
despite tootateps of a busy
.115P and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147.
For more information call
formation.
,
TFCI GUY SPANN'REALTY
family. Buy Mat Lustre. Rent
.$1.00 at Big
Phone/53-7724
electric Shat(tpooer
•J16C
J160
K.
FOR RENT

AY

41 Italian
poet
41 Allowance
for waste
43 Existed
44 New York'
baseball
tem

•

3 Unmoving
4 Merrymaking

WANT

p
SIX WEANING pigs. Plane 435ITP1
5223.

28 Go in
29 Heavenly
body
30"Merrt
34 Burned with
hot water
96 Pilaster
37 Perches

NOTICE

WANTED TO BUY

CHAPARELLE TRAILER, 1969,
12 x 50, two bedrooms. In excellent condition. Located in Fox
Meadows Trailer Court. Phone
J14C
7534616 after 5:00 p.m.

1

FENTON & HODGE

of age. Experienced. Pone 753TWO ROOMS in large house. 6075.
J14C
Privacy. Share kitchen, living
room, basement and yard with
KEEP elderly lady in
grad students. 1206 Main. Phone WILI,
home. Private room available.
753-3768.
J14C Phone 753-8166 after 6:00 p.m.

Across from MSU Library
FOR SALE

January Proclaimed National Alcoholism Month

NOTICE

NOTICE

FURNISHED FIVE room house
with bath, near Kirksey. Phone
489-2961-,
J14C

SPECTIMULAR
SAVINGS!!

SUITS
ng date
r7

FOR RENT

NOTICE

New building, 5,000 square'feet of floor
'
..

space on two floors. Ample and convenient
unloading facilities, fireproof_Will finish to
suit tenant.
Block from Square, 601 Maple Street.

Call 753-2633

ARE YOU looking for a good
roomy, modern house at a
Abnar
I modest price? See this one at 101
,
bedrooms,
Four
Street.
8th
South
den, two full baths, full
basement. 753-7769 or 753-3800.
AN
J14C \ FRANKLY,
DRUTNER DIE
1A TAKE
T1-N
.YORE
5,it./DoEFtr-rkeles40:e.
TWO WATER-front lots a
Panorama Shores. Located ot
Jack's Creek Call 436-2289. J13N

I
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Buchanan Soldier

Ladies Wear
CLEARANCE

Wins Promotion

delicious. Intact we did not find a
single dish we did'not like. They At Ft. Hood, Tex.
all had one thing in common in
in benefits for the teachers. that they were well seasoned.
By PAMELA KILIAN
John L. Maher,son of Mr. and
CHICAGO (UPI)—The Chica- Redmond said the teachers'
Mrs. John F. Maher of
go Teachers Union went on demands were "In excess of The Maser was the project of the Buchanan, recently
was
International Students. Any promoted to Army aeries*
strike today, closing all of reasonable expectations."
Chicago's 533 public schools to Desmond said the teachers profit will be used for scholar- while serving with the Second
were seeking "atkeluaW" cost ships or go into a scholarship Armored Division at Ft. Hood,
577,000 pupils.
Picket lines were set up at of-living wage increases and fund for international students. Tex.
Winner of the Purple Heart,
several sites. The union and the raises and that the board's
board of education were wide offers were "totally inade- It was a worthy event and it the Army Commendation Medal
impressed upon those attending and the Air Medal, Maher Is
apart when negotiations for a quate."
new contract broke off Monday. The teachers also asked for that these young people add assigned as a tracked-vehicle
The union, which represents several educational improve- much to our community. When commander with Co. B,
Battalion of the...Diaision's-deds21,000 teachers, voted to strike ments, including smaller clas- you see them,welcome them with
Infantry.
a
cheerful
smile
and
a
hello.
ses,
more teachers and the
late Monday after CTU President
A 1968 graduate of Buchanan
John E. Desmond walked out of a expansion of an experimental
High School, the 22-year-old
Imagine yourself thousands of
reading program.
bargaining session.
soldier entered the Army in
miles from home and no one June 1969,
Desmond and school Superin- Another bargaining session
completed basic training at Ft. Campbell, Ky.,
/' tendent James F. Redmond was scheduled for later today. speaking to you.
and was last stationed in
disagreed on how far apart the
Let's shake off that provincial Vietnam. His wife Trudy lives
sides were in negotiations.
outlook that says that any out- on Paris Route 2.
Redmond said the union's
sider is a stranger. Let's make
and
wages
demands—for
outsiders insiders and welcome
educational improvements—
them into our homes. They are
would cost 964 million. Desmond
people.
said the correct figure would be
From The
nearer $42 million.
Death claimed the life of We wished that Jon Pierce could
The school board had offered Claude C. Collins of Dexter Route have been there. He would have
a package including $111 million One this morning at 5:30 at the thoroughly enjoyed the occasion
residence of his son, Woodrow since he is so appreciative of
Collins of Hardin Route One.
(Reg. US. Pat. eflo
good food.
Mr. Collins, age 75, was a
By Ueitgd Press International
member of the Independence We notice that the John B. STANFORD, Calif. —U.S.
United Methodist Church.
Stetson Co. is going out of the hat Ambassador Henry Cabot
Survivors are his "wife, Mrs. business. They have made hats Lodge, commenting on demonBENTON, Ky., Jan. 11—Miss
Ethel Bouland, 86, Benton Rt. 1, Duenia Collins of Dexter Route for over 100 years. Reason for strations by Stanford University
died at 4.30 p.m. Sunday at Ben- One; one daughter, Mrs. Edna going out of the hat business? Too students preventing him from
Eldridge of Detroit, Mich.; two many men have quit wearing addressing the crowd: ‘,
ton Municipal Hospital.
She was a member of Brew- sons, Woodrow Collins of Hardin hats Just that simple.
"They're afraid of the truth.
ers United Methodist Church.
Route One and Eual Collins of
All through history, people like
Miss Bouland is survived by Reidtand; two stepdaughters, Now the Gospel Advocate, this want to take over."
two brothers, Marvin Bouland of Mrs. Inez Hopkins and Mrs. Church of Christ weekly
Benton Rt. I and Thomas Bou- James Burkeen, both of Dexter
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif. —
publication comes up with the
land of Orange City, Fla.
Route One.
following advice for the older President, Nixon, condemning
Funeral rites will be conductAlso surviving are four sisters, folks.
the bombing attacks on Soviet
ed at 1 p.m. Wednesday at Linn Mrs.Stella Lovett and Mrs. Betty
facilities in the United States:
Funeral Chapel by the Rev. R. Dowdy, both of Benton Route
"Acts of violence and
L Dotson and the Rev. Samuel Five, Mrs. Jamie McManus of "So much advice is given to
young people, it seems ap- lawlessness such as those that
Dodson. Burial will be in BrewBenton Route Six, and Mrs. Joy propriate that some be given to have occurred in this country
ers Cemetery.
Ellis of Dexter Route One; one
are old lately will not advance our
Friends may call at the fu- brother, George Collins of Benton the older folk. After all we
longer than we are young. Here is common cause; they are, as you
neral borne.
Route Six; eighteen grand- some advice I recently read:
say, morally wrong and injure
children; ten step grandchildren;
that very cause."
ten great grandchildren; four "1. Guard against senstep great grandchildren.
WASHINGTON — Treasury
sitiveness. It is mostly an afFuneral services will be held flication of age. Refuse to be Undersecretary Charles Walker
Thursday at one p.m.at the Unity slighted.
predicting the results of PresCumberland Presbyterian 2. Do not bewail the fact that ident ftixon's $2 billion tax
Church with Rev. John Bradley you are old If you were not old, break to businesses:
and Rev. Eura Mathis officiating. you'd be dead.
"This is going to pet people
Miss Ethel Bucy of 501 South
Burial will be in the Unity 3. Do as much for your ap- to work and there's no question
8th Street, Murray, succumbed Church cemetery with the pearance as you can. Well kept about it."
this morning at 6:45 at the arrangements by the Linn antiques
are
considered
Westview Nursing Home, where Funeral Home of Benton where beautiful.
FT. Banning, Ga. —Paul tc).
she had been a patient since July friends may call.
4. Morals never change, but Meadlo, testifying he and Lt.
of 1970.
customs and habits do. Cheer- William L. Calley shot as many
She was 81 years of age and her
fully scrap a bushel of your old as 140 Vietnamese civilians at
death followed an extended
customs to conform to the My -Lai:
illness. She was a member of the
present, so long as it does not "He ordered me to help kill
Grace Baptist Church. She was
the people. I started shoving
affect morals.
born March 11, 1889, in Calloway
5. Remember that you were them off and firing."
County and her parents were the
once young.
Late Dee Bucy and Laura Smith
6. No one is ever useless as Ione
Mrs. Porter Limiter of Murray as he retains his mental vigor,
Bucy.
The deceased is survived by Route Four passed away Monday though he may be physically
one sister, Mrs. John (Bertha) at 8:45 p.m. at the Murray- handicapped, try not to complain
Warren, 504 South 8th
,
,,,Btreet, Calloway County Hospital. She of physical ailments.
Murray; one hr
*William was 74 years of age and her death
7. Learn to be self-sufficient.
YORK
( UPI—The
NEW
Ivy Bucy of Route
,Puryear, followed an extended illness.
There may come a time when you
stock market opened mixed in
Born in Calloway County on will be leit all alone.
Tenn.
Funeral services will be held November 4, 1596, the deceased 8. Don't live in the past. moderate trading today.
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the was the former Reubene Heath, Memories are precious to you, Shortly after the opening, the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman daughter of the late Asberry but unless solicited, keep them to Dow Jones industrial average
Funeral Home with Rev. Warren Heath and Fannie Davenport yourself. Laugh at your was off 0.27 at 836.87.
Of the 290 issues crossing the
Sykes and Rev. Uoyd Wilson Heath.
mistakes.
Mrs. Lassiter is survived by 9. Believe and live your faith in tape, however, advances edged
officiating.
Interment will be in the Mc- her husband, Porter Lassiter of Christ. There is no situation you declines, 127 to 75.
Chemicals took on a weak
Cuiston Cemetery with the Murray Route Four; one and God cannot handle.
arrangements by the Blalock- daughter, Mrs. J. B. (VIrOnia) 10. Be as cheerful as sunshine, tone. Allied Chemical dipped 14.
Coleman Funeral Home where Reaves of Troy, Mick.; one son, and as willing to change, when to 25%, while Union Carbide
was unchanged at 4Pa.
friends may call after six p.m. Paul Lassiter of Murray Route convinced, as the weather."
In the steels, U.S. Steel and
granddaughter,
Miss
Four;
one
today (Tuesday.
Armco rose 4. each to 33% and
Lee Etta Reaves of Troy, Mich.
71%, respectively.
The deceased was a member of
Among the oils, Jersey
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Standard gained 14 to 701,,
Church where funeral services January 9, 1971
/
4. Occidental
Getty v. to 701
have been scheduled for Wed- ADULTS 97
added 34 to 17% and Pennzoil
nesday at two p.m.
NURSERY 5
/
1
4 to n. However, Texaco lost
Burial will be in the Sinking
/
1
4 to 32%, with Standard of
Spring Cemetery with the
California and Atlantic Richarrangements by the Max
field lown /
1
2 apiece to 53/
1
4 and
where
Funeral
Home
Churchill
Mrs. Virgie Mary Mohundro of
83, respectively. Kerr-McGee
Mrs. Nancy Ingram,'Route 2,
Puryear, Term., died Sunday at friends may call.
1
4 to 112.
Murray, Mrs. Mafalda Jones, dipped /
8:40 p.m. in Henry County
Norfolk & Western added
St.,
Murray,
1108 Elm
General Hospital. She was 87.
David to 72/
1
2 in the rails. Northwest
Elliott, Route 6, Murray, Matter'
Funeral services were held
Didustries picked up /
1
4 to 191
/
4,
Scott Miller, Route 6, Dexter,
today at two p.m. at Ridgeway
and -Chesapeake & Ohio was 41
Dale
Taylor,
1104
South
Master
Morticians,-Paris, Tenn., with
higher'. at 561
/
4. Burlington
16th, Murray, Mrs. Frankie
Rev. Gerrald Bland and Rev. A.
Northern dipped 411 to 341
/
4, and
Feagin, Route 1, Almo, Mrs.
D. Vaden officiating. Burial in
Penn Central held unchanged at
Foundry Hill Baptist Cemetery, Federal State Mareet News Maureen Ragsdale, Route
Almo, Milton Gordon, Route 1,
as Service January 12, 1971
nephews served
and
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Hardin, Taylor Gooch, Route 1, Airlines were • fractionally
pallbearers..
Market
Report Includes it Murray, Gene Pniewski, 1505 mixed, with Pan Adri_up: % to
t A native of Trigg County, Ky.,
13/
1
4, and American ahead
Buying
Stations
Main St., Murray, Master Daryl
born
July
7,
Mrs. Mohundro was
to 251
/
2. TWA fell 1 11 to 144,
Receipts:
Act.
1117
Est.
95(
Case, Route 2, Kevil, Claude
1903, the daughter of the late
General Dynamics gained 4,2 to
Barrows
and
Gilts
fully
25c
Collins, Route 2, Dexter, Mrs. Ola
Frank and Maggie Gregory
22 in the aircrafts. United
Turner. She married Walter S. higher Sows steady to 2k higher Wade, Hazel, Autry McReynolds, Aircraft picked up L. to 35%.
Mrs.
Flora
Route 4, Murray,
Mohundro on Jan. 17, 1917 and he
Texas Inetriunents lost /
1
4 to
survives. She was a Baptist and US 1-3 205-240 lbs. 915.25-15.75; Hale, 403 Elm, Murray, Mrs. 80% in its group.
Westing;
US
2-4
190-240
lbs.
114.75-15.25; Stella Henry, 320 Irvin, Murray,
an employe of the Puryear
US 2-4 240-2150 lbs. 114.25-14.75; Mrs. Mary Haneline, Route 1, house and IBM were uncbanged
Nursing ItOrne.
1
2.
1
4 and 312/
US 3-4 280-293 lbs. $13,75-14.21; Murray, Frank Hall (Expired), at 65/
Survivor* in addition to her
Sows
Route 1, Mayfield, Mrs. Sammie
husband include two daughters,
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. fate-11.75; Lawson (Expired), Convalscent
Mrs. Eldridlge Brandon of Hazel,
US 13 300-550 lbs, $10.25-11.20; Div., Murray,Norman Klapp, 205 REPORT "UNFOUNDED"
and Mrs. Edna Inez ROUSItall of
US 24 450.160 tbs. 0.7540.50. S. 121h, Box 415, Murray.
MARSEILIES. Treace (UPI
Wauconda, Ill.; three sisters,
—The Hotel Indwary AssociaDearborn,
of
Deck
Mrs Earl
ROME (UPI) I—About 1,000 tion of the Bouches du Rhone
Mich., Mrs. L. A. Ross of Ptuyear
bodies are awaiting burial at region announced today that
and Mrs. Ed MooMaw of Loraine,
Rome's Verano Cemetery due following an investigation i
Now You Know
()hie; two brothers. John Turner
Internatermal to lack of space, Mayor Clelio could dens' SS "unfounded"
United
Press
By
Aurora, and Houston Turner of
The shortest verse in the Old Dahida said Monday. He said reports that Vietnamese ‘,11
Almo; eight grandchildren and
or New Testament is John 11,700 new graves are under Chinese restaurants In Marsetwo:treat-gra ndch ldren
11:35, which reads "Jesus construction and the backlog illes were serving rat -meat
Two: sors preceded her in
should be elixhinated within tiwo disguised as Oriental, delicacies.
Wept."
death.
months

SPECIAL PURCHASE
3.33
SAVE UP TO

. LADIES
BONID ACRYLIC
SKIRT SETS

News

Miss Bouland,86,
Dies In Benton

11,
ii i

Step into fashion with a tremendous
value in ladies skirt sets in matching
plaids and solids Available in both
vest and jacket styles Misses size
- —8-16: ..1rs —size 7-15
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OUR REGULAR 19.33 VALUE

PONCHOES
Assorted solid colors
and plaids.
Reg. '6.66, '8.33, '9.44

$ACIO

Our Wit
back. He
every ye

LADIES

LADIES

Death Claims
Mrs, Lassiter

Today's Stock
Market

In

UniteC

SALE

Quotes

SO

Straight Leg

PANTS

We have
we hayl
lindsigte

Asst Styles
Prints & Stripes

Watehin
yesterda
It's in
skinney
down,
ground,
leaves
see him
eist rigt

Reg' 77

NOW
LADIES
100% Virgin Auylic

$ 1 33
NOW

KNIT VEST

Presumt
warm ar
be enter
water n

Also it i
way that
it, the
open an
be unim

LADIES
PERMANENT PRESS
BONDED ACRYLIC

Funeral Today For
Mrs. Mohundro At
Paris Funeral Home

SKIRTS
Assorted colors
and styles.

Solid - Tweed - Plaid
Many colors
to choose from.

Reg. $2.87

$0)22

Purchase Area
Hog Market

NOW

A•

Sizes 5/6-16

Reg. '6.66

Doe't km
it. Must
folks.

This is
Month.
"Among
peroonal
one'i-b1
another'

((merles
blood at
how imi
give bl
possible
the Re
ICont

$n54
NOW
GENUINE

Keg. 4.33
VEST :354
COWHIDE VEST FRINGED
Tan and Brown

LADIES

LADIES SUEDE CLOTH

Reg. 3.88
NOW
$266

I3E L -AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Store lours: Mon.
.
7
,7 •
Phone:e7g5i17

Sat. 9:00 a.m. 4-9: p.m.
Sunday 12:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Mayfi
Den

Jean 1
of Frai
Mayfiel(
winner
Departi
Veteran
of Den
winner
Savings
The n
State U
of the
Speech

;
—Fin% F
State a
The
contest
sponsor
Foretgr
Auteilar
prizes

